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President’s Message, Term 2 2018
Here we are nearly at the beginning of Term 2 and while it may feel like the year has only
just started, U3A has achieved a lot already. Room 18 has been enlarged, twenty of our
office staff undertook CPR training, defibrillators have been acquired for both Adelaide
Street and Creek Street, and most importantly, a record number of people are attending
classes. All in all, a very successful year to date.
I’d like to expand on a couple of these topics:
I have already spoken at length about the defibrillator purchase in the February E-News
and on Facebook, but as they have now been installed in both the Creek Street and
Adelaide Street campuses, I want again to stress the importance of this potentially lifesaving equipment. Our supplier, Priority First Aid, has conducted extensive training with
our office volunteers who are now confident that, if an emergency should arise, they will
know how to use the apparatus until paramedics arrive. Of course, this is one investment
made by U3A Brisbane that we hope will not be needed. However it, along with the
recent CPR refresher course, does give us peace of mind that we are as prepared as we
can be should such an emergency arise.
We have experienced record participation rates in classes so far this year, especially in
the language classes. Unfortunately, space constraints mean that there are limits to some
classes and some potential students have been disappointed. Depending on the subject,
tutors may maintain waiting lists and are able to welcome new students during the year.
We are doing our best to recruit more tutors and our City Campus Tutor Liaison Officer,
Gail Hawkins, is constantly fine-tuning room availability. She is doing a fantastic job and
will do her best to accommodate all requests, but sometimes this is just not possible. To
avoid disappointment, please choose your classes for the new term as soon as you
receive this Class Schedule and book immediately.
The Annual General Meeting of U3A Brisbane for 2018 is to be held on Wednesday 11th
April at our Adelaide Street rooms so please attend if you can. The Management
Committee will be reporting on a very successful 2017 and will lay out our plans for the
forthcoming year, along with electing members to the 2018 committee.
Wishing all members a very happy and fulfilling Term 2.
Greg Doolan
President
U3A Brisbane
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From the Social Committee
social@u3abrisbane.org.au
Helen Dubois (Chair)
3398 9668 0407 734 337
Helen Myers (Secretary) 0400 012 483

IPSWICH HERITAGE TOUR AND ONE-ACT PLAY
WITH CROSS COUNTRY TOURS
Ipswich boasts many examples of early architecture dotted throughout the city that
combine to create a beautiful heritage trail. A local guide will provide commentary and
share stories of this historic city. Enjoy lunch at the Walter Burley Griffin Incinerator
Theatre along with a one act play presented by the Ipswich Little Theatre Society.
DATE:

Thursday, May 24, 2018

COST:

$52 includes morning tea and lunch (advise any dietary issues)

DEPART:

7.30am outside Roma St Transit Centre (Bus Stop 125),
8:00am from Stop 59 Kessels Road Macgregor (on Garden City side)

CLOSING DATE: 14 May 2018

_______________________________________________________________
CHRISTMAS IN JULY at ST BERNARD’S
USING CROSS COUNTRY TOURS
Who says you can only enjoy Christmas once a
year? St Bernard’s Hotel is situated in the most
ideal position commanding wonderful views of
Tamborine Valley overlooking Guanaba Gorge,
Moreton Bay, the Gold Coast skyline and the
Pacific Ocean. Come and enjoy some country
hospitality with views that are spectacular, fresh
cool mountain air and a Christmas lunch with all the trimmings.
DATE:
Thursday, July 19, 2018
COST:
$56 includes morning tea and lunch (advise any dietary issues)
DEPART: 7.30am outside Roma St Transit Centre (Bus Stop 125),
8:00am from Stop 59 Kessels Road Macgregor (on Garden City side)
CLOSING DATE: 25 June 2018
U3A Brisbane - Class Schedule Term 2 - 2018
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SOCIAL EVENTS (cont.)
“BEAUTIFUL” – The Carole King Musical
LYRIC THEATRE
Long before she was Carole King, chart-topping
music legend, she was an ordinary girl with extraordinary talent. She sold her first hit, Will You Love Me
Tomorrow, when she was just seventeen. By the
time she was twenty, she was writing number one hits
for the biggest acts in rock ‘n’ roll, including The
Drifters, The Shirelles, Aretha Franklin and The
Monkees. Beautiful is the inspiring true story of
King’s journey from school girl to her remarkable rise to stardom and superstar. Along
the way, she became one of the most successful solo acts in popular music history, with
countless classics such as (You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural Woman, I Feel The Earth

Move, Take Good Care of My Baby, You’ve Got a Friend, So Far Away, One Fine Day,
It’s Too Late, Tapestry and Locomotion. There are over 20 musical numbers in this
moving story.
DATE:
Tuesday, August 14, 2018 – Lyric Theatre – 1:00 pm
COST:
$95 General Admission, Concession $75
CLOSING DATE: 28 May 2018
For all of the above events, you can book at 97 Creek Street office or by phoning the
office on 3236 3055 and paying by credit card.

District Coordinators
District Coordinators are responsible for the timetabling and coordination of
classes within their respective district or section. Please contact the appropriate
coordinator if you are interested in teaching a class.
District/Section
City Campus General
City Campus Computer
Logan
City Precinct
Northside
Southside
Westside
Wynnum
4.

Co-ordinator
Gail Hawkins
Gwenn Ball
Martin Bridgstock
Anna Blake
Rod McLary
Allan Wishart
Anna Blake
Chris Hobbs

Email
tutors@u3abrisbane.org.au
cs@u3abrisbane.org.au
logan@u3abrisbane.org.au
city@u3abrisbane.org.au
northside@u3abrisbane.org.au
southside@u3abrisbane.org.au
westside@u3abrisbane.org.au
wynnum@u3abrisbane.org.au
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WINTER SCHOOL 2018
Plans for Winter School 2018 are now well underway and this year it will run from
Monday 9th July to Saturday 14th July so please put these dates into your diaries.
Each year we try to bring you something different and Keynote will start the ball rolling
with not one, but three speakers, on the very important subject of Alzheimer’s. We plan
on approaching this important subject from three separate angles and you will be
pleased to learn that it is not all bad news.
Dr Daniel Blackmore from the Brain Institute will
talk about the causes, the ground-breaking
research they are working on and strategies to
help combat the disease. John Quinn, who was
diagnosed with early onset dementia some
years ago, will tell us how he is coping with the
disease; he is an inspirational speaker who is in
demand both internationally and nationally.
Lastly, John’s wife Glenys will provide a carer’s
viewpoint.
We will keep you posted with developments via E-News, website and Facebook and if
anyone has come across an interesting speaker for Winter School I would love to hear
from you. I can be contacted via: winterschool@u3abrisbane.org.au
Anne Douglass

STATE CONFERENCE 2018
The U3A Network Qld Conference for 2018 will be
hosted by U3A Redcliffe on the beautiful Redcliffe
Peninsula from May 31 - June 1, 2018.
This is your conference, so register now to hear
great speakers and discover what is happening
within the U3A movement throughout Queensland.
More info:

www.u3aqldconference.org
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ADVICE OF THE 2018 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
U3A BRISBANE NOTEHOLDERS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED
The Annual General Meeting of U3A Brisbane Noteholders Association Incorporated will
be held on Wednesday, 11 April 2018 at Level 5, 232 Adelaide Street Brisbane at 9.00
a.m. All Noteholders are invited to attend.

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE BRISBANE INCORPORATED
The Annual General Meeting of The University of the Third Age Brisbane Inc. will be held
on Wednesday 11 April 2018, at Level 5, 232 Adelaide Street, Brisbane from 10.30 am.
Please arrive at least 15 minutes prior to 10.30 a.m. to allow time for Registration.
Tea, coffee and biscuits will be served from 10am to 10.30am. For seating and catering
purposes, please let us know if you are attending by Friday 6 April , either by phone to
3236 3055 or e-mail to mail@u3abrisbane.org.au
BUSINESS:
The President will welcome members.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Apologies
President’s opening remarks.
Confirmation of Minutes of 2017 AGM of U3A Brisbane Inc. held on 12 April 2017.
Business arising from the Minutes of the 2017 AGM (if any).
President’s Report
Treasurer’s Report and presentation of audited financial statements of Income
and Expenditure, Assets and Liabilities.
Auditor’s Report – presentation of the audited statement to the meeting for
adoption.
The Appointment of an Auditor.
Election of Office Bearers and Committee Members for 2018/19 – President,
Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and up to six (6) Committee Members .
Questions from the floor.
Close.

Simon Wood
(Secretary)
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NOMINATIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
OF U3A BRISBANE INC, FOR 2018
All positions on the Management Committee automatically become vacant.
Nominations for the following positions are called for and are to be in the hands of the
Secretary, U3A Brisbane Inc. 97 Creek Street, Brisbane, 4000, no later than close of
business on Wednesday, 28 March, 2018:
President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Six (6) Committee Members .
Please photocopy and fill out the nomination form below. Please add 4 lines of relevant
personal background details at the bottom of the nomination form to identify yourself to
members for voting purposes. Please mark the envelope ‘Nomination Form’.
NOMINATION FORM 2018
OFFICE BEARERS AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS
UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE BRISBANE INC.
President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and six (6) Committee Members
I hereby nominate …………………………………………………..…………………
for the position of: …….………………………………………………………………..
Proposed by Name: …………………………………………………….……………..
Proposer Signature: …………………………………………………………………...
Seconded by Name: …….………………………………………………….………...
Seconder Signature: …………………………………………………………………..
Nominee Signature: …………………………………………………………………..
Personal Details: ……………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………….….
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Coffee Cups
In order to reduce the number of disposable (and
unfortunately not recyclable) coffee cups used in
the Creek St and Adelaide St kitchens, members
are asked to bring their own coffee cup each day
if possible.
Alternatively, you can also help the environment
by using one of the shared ceramic cups. If you choose to do this, it is important that you
leave your cup in the dishwasher after use to help reduce the workload of the office
volunteers.
Thank you for your help in reducing land-fill waste.

Defibrillators Installed
U3A Brisbane has now purchased and installed
Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs) at
Creek St and Adelaide St premises. These are
intended for use in the event that someone
suffers a cardiac arrest while on the premises.
A group of office volunteers has been trained in
their use, as well as being trained in CPR. These
units are fully automated and provide audio
instructions for each step, so can be used by a
competent but untrained person if necessary.
In the News section of our website, you can view a video that demonstrates this unit in
use. We encourage all members to view this video so as to better understand the
process and the circumstances in which defibrillation is advised.
The purchase of these defibrillators was partly made possible by a grant from our
insurers, Community Underwriting, and we appreciate the assistance provided.

New chairs for Creek St.
Over the April term break we will be replacing the current plastic chairs in the Creek St
classrooms with new modern padded chairs of the same type as presently used at
Adelaide St. We hope members appreciate the added comfort and also expect that this
will aid your concentration during class.
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Language Tutors Wanted
Tutors at U3A Brisbane are all volunteers from all walks of life. The common thread that ties
them together is the desire to generously share their skills, talents, experience and
knowledge with their fellow members. They are the vital engine that drives the organisation.
If you have ever considered the idea of tutoring, then here is opportunity knocking loudly. We
need more tutors in all districts to cope with the thirst for knowledge of our growing
membership.
We have a particular need at present for Tutors in the following languages, especially at
Beginner level:

French, German, Italian, Latin, Spanish
Some of our members find that our existing classes in these languages fill up quickly and
they are unable to enrol. We also have high demand for History classes.
If you are qualified to teach these subjects, either as a native speaker or as a language
teacher, we could do with your help. Please contact the City Campus Class Coordinator,
Gail Hawkins, at:
tutors@u3abrisbane.org.au

Final Sale—U3A Brisbane 30-year History
We still have a limited number of copies of the U3A Brisbane
history FOREVER LEARNING - Celebrating 30 years of U3A
Brisbane ,which was launched in November 2016 by the
Governor of Queensland. The book is dedicated to the
generous volunteers who have built U3A Brisbane since it was
founded in 1986. These remaining copies are available from
either the Creek St or Adelaide St offices for only $10.
Get your copy of this priceless treasure before they are all gone!
The book is over 200 pages with 18 chapters covering our history from the founding of U3A
Brisbane in November 1986 to the present day. It contains many colour photographs,
artworks and illustrations gathered from the archives. This book should take pride of place on
your bookshelf.
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Class Schedule for Term 2 - 2018
Term Dates:
Term 2 starts on Tuesday 17th April and finishes on Friday 29th June.
Disclaimer
Any opinions or views expressed in class presentations do not necessarily
reflect the views of U3A Brisbane.
City Campus Venues:
Each City Campus class is designated as either Adelaide St or Creek St in the
class description. The Creek St venue is on the ground floor at 97 Creek St. The
Adelaide St venue is on the 5th floor at 232 Adelaide St, adjacent to Anzac
Square. Allocated room numbers are displayed on the digital signage at each
venue.
Class Fees
Classes in the City Campus venues (Creek St and Adelaide St) are $5 per
session unless otherwise indicated. Class fees for computer classes in the Creek
St lab are shown as a cost for the full duration of the course, which must be paid
in advance in the first week. Computer classes in other rooms may be shown as
a weekly fee. Classes at other venues are free of charge unless indicated.
To attend any classes, you must be a current financial member of U3A
Brisbane ($40 per year).
Class Enrolments
You can enrol in a class using Class Search on the U3A website, or by
contacting the tutor directly. In either case, enrolment is not automatically
granted. You must receive confirmation from the tutor that your enrolment is
accepted before attending the class. Your U3A Brisbane Membership card must
be produced when you attend your first class. If you change to a higher level
class, or subsequently find that you cannot attend the course, please advise the
tutor so that your place may be offered to another member.
Computer Classes at Creek St.
All students enrolling for Intermediate or Advanced classes are expected to have
appropriate prior knowledge. All applicants for any computer course should have
access to a computer and bring a USB memory stick to classes.
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CLASS INDEX
Code# Course

Day Venue Pg

Arts and Crafts
A72
A04
A54
A53
A82
A07
A49
A31
A12
A65
A77
A66
A67
A01
A83
A42
A57
A78
A79
A19

Art Expression - Freedom
Art Group
Art Group - Westside
Beading
Budding Artist Group
Calligraphy
Card Making
Craft Circle
Craft Group
Craft Group
Drawing and Painting
Exploring Art and Painting
Painting
Painting Practice Group
Pencil &Charcoal Portraiture
Pencil Drawing
Pencil Drawing
Realism to Impressionism
Realism to Impressionism
Watercolours for Pleasure

Fri North 48
Mon West 49
Tue West 49
Thu Logan 43
Fri Creek 34
Fri Wynm 50
Thu South 46
Wed Adel. 28
Wed City 38
Wed Wynm 50
Mon Logan 40
Tue Logan 42
Mon Logan 40
Thu Creek 32
Fri Creek 38
Wed Creek 26
Wed Creek 28
Mon Adel. 17
Mon Adel. 19
Wed Logan 43

Computers
C120 Adobe Photoshop
C120 Adobe Photoshop
C171 Android and IT Workshop
C38 Apple Computer
C166 Basic Android Smartphone
C168 Comprehensive Computer
C167 Intro to Gmail
C121 Introduction to Skype
C117 iPad Introductory
C136 MS Excel

Mon Creek
Wed Creek
Wed Adel.
Mon Creek
Thu Creek
Mon Creek
Thu Creek
Mon Creek
Tue North
Fri Creek

15
16
16
15
17
15
17
15
47
17

Code# Course
C100 MS Publisher
C138 MS Windows 10
C138 MS Windows 10
C137 MS Word
C126 Photoshop Advanced
C155 Photoshop CC
C47 Practical Movie Making

Day Venue Pg
Wed Creek 16
Tue Creek 16
Tue Creek 16
Fri Creek 17
Wed Creek 16
Fri Logan 44
Wed City 39

Creative Writing
K09
K22
K24
K25
K18
K03
K14
K26
K16

Creative Writing
Creative Writing Basic
Read and Write a Biography
The Writing Group - Basic
Writers Toy Box
Writing Family History
Writing Year 3
Writing Your Memoir
Wynnum Creative Writers

Fri Creek 37
Wed Adel. 26
Mon Creek 20
Thu Logan 44
Tue Adel. 25
Fri Adel. 38
Fri Logan 44
Thu Adel. 33
Tue Wynm 50

Current Affairs
E01
E08
E02
E31
E13
E04
E15
E37
E05
E06
E36
E16
E28

A Current Affair
Tue Adel. 24
Arab-Israeli Dispute
Wed Adel. 28
Current Events
Mon Adel. 18
Dangerous Ideas to Challenge Tue Adel. 23
Economics for Everyone
Wed Logan 43
Emerging Contemporary Issues Thu West 49
Global Cultural Diversity
Thu Adel. 32
International Relations
Fri Adel. 35
Macro (World) Economics
Tue Adel. 25
Mind Stirrers
Thu Adel. 31
Peace is Possible
Wed Adel. 27
Politics and the Economy
Wed Adel. 27
Social Justice and Aust Soc
Wed North 47
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Code# Course

Day Venue Pg

Code# Course

History

Finance
D06 Financial Security

Fri North 48

Games and Puzzles
F01
F58
F68
F64
F65
F70
F59
F30
F60
F71
F28
F69
F51
F61
F54
F18
F38
F49
F14
F17
F20
F67

500
Mon Creek 20
Bridge
Tue Adel. 23
Bridge for Beginners
Wed Adel. 27
Canasta Card Game Variations Mon Creek 18
Canasta Card Game Variations Tue Creek 25
Cards - 500 for Beginners
Mon Creek 21
Chess
Mon Adel. 20
Cryptic Crosswords
Mon Adel. 18
Cryptic Crosswords - Inter1
Mon Adel. 18
Cryptic Crosswords -Beginners Thu Adel. 31
Cryptic Crosswords Advanced Mon Adel. 20
Cryptic Crosswords Beginners Mon Adel. 21
Cryptic Crosswords Intermed 2 Mon Adel. 20
Mah Jong
Tue Logan 42
Mah Jong - Beginners
Mon Logan 40
Mah Jong - Western Way
Wed Logan 43
Mahjong
Tue Creek 25
Mahjong - Chinese
Wed Wynm 50
Mahjong - Western Style
Thu Creek 30
Mahjong - Western Way
Wed South 46
Scrabble - Double Class
Thu Adel. 30
Sudoku for Beginners
Tue Adel. 23

Family History
G11 Family History

Thu Adel. 30

Health and Wellbeing
B03 Croquet for Beginners
Wed North 47
B01 Dance, Colonial/ Herit /Bush
Mon South 45
B72 Health and Medical Topics
Wed Creek 27
B26 Let's Walk
Tue South 45
B101 Mindfulness & Metta - Beginner Tue Adel. 24
B75 Mindfulness & Metta practice Fri Adel. 36
B09 Northside Walking Group
Thu North 48
B78 Northside Walking Group -Easy Sun North 49
B105 Nutrition - History & Science
Fri Adel. 34
B106 Organic Gardening &Lifestyle Wed Creek 26
B104 Qi Gong
Thu Logan 43
B108 Qi Gong - Beginners
Thu Logan 44
B45 Qi Gong for Seniors
Fri Adel. 35
B102 Sugar, What's it all about
Mon Adel. 19
B91 Tai Chi - Advancing
Tue Logan 41
B107 Tai Chi Advancing
Tue Logan 42
B100 Tai Chi Beginners
Tue Logan 41
B12 Walking for Fitness
Wed Logan 42
B13 Yoga
Thu Logan 44
B77 Yoga
Tue Creek 23

12.

Day Venue Pg

H01
H38
H04
H06
H39
H07
H36
H09
H46
H49
H52
H24
H45
H27
H19
H32
H18
H41
H20

A Social History
Ancient Civilizations
Archaeology and Ancient Hist
Archaeology and Ancient Hist
Battle for Australia 1942-43
British History
History
History
History
History Discussion
History of Religion
History through the Ages
Military History
Modern History
Modern World History
People, Places, Events
Russian History/Literature
The Burma Railway
The Making of Modern Europe

Thu Adel. 32
Tue Adel. 23
Wed Adel. 26
Wed Adel. 27
Thu Adel. 33
Tue Adel. 25
Mon Logan 40
Wed Adel. 26
Wed Logan 43
Tue Logan 41
Fri Creek 35
Tue Adel. 21
Thu Creek 31
Fri Adel. 34
Fri Adel. 37
Thu City 39
Tue Adel. 25
Thu Adel. 32
Mon Adel. 19

Languages - French
J10
J210
J197
J47
J179
J08
J07
J106
J98
J66
J109
J70
J06
J162
J103
J176
J209
J216
J186

French (not for beginners)
French - Beginners
French - Beginners Year 2
French - Continuing 2
French - Conversation
French - Fundamental
French - Fundamental Intro
French - Read a Novel
French Adv Conversation
French Beginners
French Beginners
French Class
French Intermediate
French Intermediate
French Intermediate Course
French Internet Class
French for Beginners
French for Beginners
French for Beginners Year 2

Tue North 47
Wed South 46
Tue South 45
Thu Adel. 32
Wed Adel. 29
Thu Adel. 31
Wed Adel. 29
Mon Adel. 19
Fri Adel. 35
Thu Logan 44
Wed Adel. 28
Fri Logan 45
Mon Adel. 18
Tue Logan 42
Mon Adel. 21
Tue Adel. 23
Fri Adel. 36
Fri Adel. 34
Wed South 46

Languages - German
J75
J18
J80
J188
J170
J181
J187

German - Advanced
German - Continuing
German - Intermediate
German Beginners A1
German Beginners A2
German Book Reading
German Transition
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Wed Adel. 27
Wed Logan 43
Wed Adel. 27
Mon Creek 18
Tue Adel. 22
Tue Adel. 24
Wed Creek 29

Code# Course

Day Venue Pg

Languages - Italian
J161
J163
J24
J25
J36
J74
J01
J89
J205
J208
J85

Italian
Italian - Continuing
Italian - Intermediate
Italian - Intermediate
Italian - Read and Speak
Italian - Read and Speak
Italian - Second year
Italian Adv Conversation
Italian Conversation - Begin
Italian Conversation - Begin
Italian Intermediate

Mon Logan 41
Mon North 47
Thu Creek 32
Wed Creek 28
Wed South 46
Wed South 45
Mon South 45
Mon Adel. 20
Thu North 48
Thu North 48
Tue Adel. 25

Code# Course
J215
J160
J166
J202
J190
J35
J02
J150
J48

Latin - Advanced
Latin - Advanced
Latin - Advanced
Latin - Level 3
Latin - Level 4
Latin Level 1
Latin Level 1 Beginners
Latin Level 2
Latin Medieval
Spanish - Advanced Convers.
Spanish - Beginners
Spanish - Beginners Convers.
Spanish - Continuation
Spanish - Continuing
Spanish - Intermediate I
Spanish 101
Spanish Beginners
Spanish Beginners Continuing
Spanish Conversation
Spanish Intermediate Convers
Spanish Intermediate Convers
Spanish Introduction
Spanish Introductory
Spanish for Beginners
Spanish for Beginners II
Spanish-Beginners

Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri
Fri

Adel.
Adel.
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Adel.
Adel.
Adel.

36
34
34
36
35
37
37
36
35

Wed Adel. 26
Fri Logan 44
Wed Adel. 28
Tue Creek 23
Wed Adel. 29
Fri Adel. 37
Mon Adel. 21
Mon Logan 40
Fri Logan 44
Fri Adel. 37
Fri Creek 35
Wed Adel. 27
Thu Adel. 32
Fri Adel. 36
Tue Creek 22
Fri Adel. 37
Mon Logan 40

Languages - Other
J99
J136
J199
J101
J97
J159
J29
J134

Classical Greek
English Language (ESOL)
Indonesian
Japanese - Upper Intermed.
Japanese Elementary
Japanese Introduction
Japanese Language
Japanese Level 3

Mon Logan 41
Mon Adel. 21
Mon Adel. 19
Mon Adel. 19
Mon Adel. 18
Mon Creek 19
Mon City 38
Mon Creek 18
Tue Creek 26

T06 Effective Communication
T08 Travel Discussion Group

Thu Adel. 31
Mon Creek 21

Literature

Languages - Spanish
J37
J214
J38
J81
J59
J196
J124
J195
J167
J212
J82
J41
J218
J213
J211
J201
J165

Mandarin
Mandarin Advanced
Mandarin Intermediate
Portuguese - Intermediate
Portuguese for Beginners
Russian - Advanced
Russian - Colloquial
Russian Beginners
Russian Intermediate

Lifestyle

Languages - Latin
J30
J68
J63
J158
J128
J183
J217
J207
J189

Day Venue Pg

Mon Creek 21
Mon Adel. 20
Tue Logan 42
Thu Creek 31
Wed Creek 28
Fri Adel. 34
Tue City 38
Mon Creek 19

L75
L05
L03
L63
L07
L08
L66
L74
L55
L42
L78
L33
L43

Australian Poetry Then & Now
Book Discussion
Book Discussion
Book Discussion
Book Discussion Group
Book Discussion Group
Creative Writing
Literature in Context 1
Literature in Context 2
Modern English Literature
Poetry
Poetry Appreciation
Shakespeare - Life and Works

Tue Adel. 22
Tue West 49
Wed City 38
Wed City 38
Fri City 39
Wed Logan 43
Tue Logan 42
Mon Adel. 20
Mon Adel. 18
Thu Adel. 31
Wed Adel. 30
Thu Adel. 33
Wed Adel. 26

Media/Entertainment
N12 Classic Movies
Tue Adel. 22
N13 Film - Hollywood on Hollywood Thu Creek 33

Miscellaneous
X119 Birds up Close
X127 Body Corporate Business
X03 Cinema Group
X130 Concept Mapping
X09 Experiencing China
X08 Experiencing China
X128 Floristry
X129 Games
X123 Keynote Speakers
X101 Northside Dinner Group
X126 Southside Dinner Group
X108 Southside Luncheon Group
X76 Theatre Through the Ages
X83 Travellers Group

Mon Logan 41
Wed Creek 30
Sun West 50
Thu Adel. 32
Fri Logan 45
Wed Adel. 29
Thu Logan 44
Tue Logan 42
Thu City 39
Wed North 47
Wed South 46
Wed South 46
Tue Creek 24
Mon Logan 40

Music
M37
M26
M29
M38

Choir
Enjoying Music
Guitar
Guitar-Beginners to Advanced
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Tue
Fri
Fri
Tue

Creek 25
Adel. 38
Logan 45
Logan 41
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Code# Course
M28
M34
M25
M23
M30
M17
M12
M08

Day Venue Pg

Hand Bell ringing - Intro
Hand Bells Intermediate
Opera Appreciation
Recorder
Recorder - Advanced
Recorder Ensemble - Intermed
Recorder Ensemble Beginners
Ukulele Singalong

Thu Logan 43
Thu Logan 44
Fri Adel. 36
Wed Logan 42
Wed Adel. 29
Wed Adel. 29
Wed Adel. 28
Thu Logan 44

Code# Course
P02 Digital Photography
P28 Know Your Camera
P24 Video Makers Club

Fri Adel. 38
Mon Logan 40
Tue Logan 42

Psychology
U09
U01
U11
U10

Philosophy
Y21
Y03
Y04
Y20
Y07
Y08
Y13
Y09
Y19

Day Venue Pg

Human Nature
Palmistry
Psychological Perspectives
Understanding Ourselves

Thu Adel.
Mon West
Thu Adel.
Thu Creek

33
49
31
33

Religious Matters

Carl Jung - Dreams, Symbols
Early Buddha Dhamma
Hist of Philos - Late Medieval
History of Ideas
Matters Arising
Philosophy Ancient, Modern
Philosophy Discussion
Philosophy for Everyone
Thinking About Issues

Tue Adel. 24
Mon Adel. 21
Wed West 49
Tue Adel. 22
Tue Adel. 22
Mon Logan 41
Tue Logan 41
Mon Adel. 20
Tue Adel. 22

R09 Appreciation of the Bible

Thu Creek 30

Science and Technology
S27
S19
S12
S05

Climate Change
Geology
Science and Big Issues
Science and the Paranormal

Thu
Thu
Tue
Fri

Creek
City
Adel.
Adel.

30
39
24
34

Photography
P22
P27
P01
P16
P08

Appreciating Photog. Work
Basic Photography
Camera Club
Camera Club
Creative Digital Photography

Thu City 39
Wed Logan 43
Mon Logan 40
Thu Adel. 33
Mon North 47

Class Enrolment Procedure
Members can enrol in one of two ways:
1. By using Class Search on the website to find your class, then using the Enrol
button to submit your enrolment application to the tutor
2. By contacting the tutor directly by email or phone. Please advise your
membership number.
Enrolments cannot be made through the U3A office. The tutor will advise you if
there is a place for you in the class.
Membership Numbers
Members should carry their membership card when attending U3A classes. If
enrolling in a class by directly contacting the tutor, please advise your
membership number and full name for identification.
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City Campus Computer
MONDAY
C120 ADOBE PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS BEGINNERS
Intermediate Computer Level
Ben Lindeboom 0435 269 255
Email: ben.lindeboom@aapt.net.au
Photoshop Elements allows you to edit and enhance
your favourite photos. It can turn your electronic
memories into visually captivating statements. It
makes it easy to organize, enhance, copy, merge,
enlarge and print your digital snapshots. Create
animated slideshows, compile inspiring photo books,
merge multiple shots into captivating panoramas
and much, much more. This “Beginners” course
introduces the student to the basic concepts of
Photoshop and teaches students how to use the
many tools available and how to apply various
corrections to your digital memories. Empower your
creative visions in a friendly hands-on class.
Creek St Monday 9:00am - 10:30am 7 weeks.
Course runs 30th April - 18th June
Cost: $35
C168 COMPREHENSIVE COMPUTER COURSE
Upper Beginner to Advanced
Chris (Nobby) Hobbs 0439 094 148 (anytime,
evening safest)
Email: chris1@choose-your-life.net
Email Nobby if you are not sure whether the course
is for you.
This is a detailed explanation of many matters
relating to computers. Through this course you can
become a highly proficient PC user. Understand file
management & never again “lose” a file (Explorer).
Learn how to use emails and the internet like
experts; what is inside a PC or laptop; what is RAM,
and how to change it. What programs do you need?
- how to safely download and install programs.
Learn the secrets of PC security, how to make your
PC secure and speed it up. Learn how to go about
solving computer problems. All your questions will
be answered. Notes will be included. I will be absent
23 April, so classes start 30th.
Creek St Monday 10:45am - 12:15pm 8 weeks.
Course starts 23rd April - 18th June. Cost: $45

C38 APPLE COMPUTER - FROM THE START
Keith Catts
Email: keithcu3a@gmail.com
This is for those new to Apple or needing to find out
the basics. We will look at the set-up of a new
computer and configuration using system
Configuration. Go through the hardware and what
the bits are, together with the looking at some of the
Apps that come with the computer, Text Edit for
word processing; Preview for reading PDF
documents, images and some editing. We'll look at
connecting to the Internet, moving about the
computer and apps, how to view your data and how
to manage your data. Installing new apps from the
app store and from third party sources.
Creek St Monday 12:30pm - 2:00pm 8 weeks.
Course starts 23rd April - 18th June
Cost: $40
C121 INTRODUCTION TO SKYPE
Basic Computer Level
Ben Lindeboom 0435 269 255
Email: ben.lindeboom@aapt.net.au
Want to stay in touch with family and friends? Talk
for hours free of charge? Make Video calls, instantly
share files and pictures, send messages or leave
voice mails at the stroke of a few buttons? In this
course you will learn how to set up your computer,
your iPad or your smartphone to use Skype
worldwide. Learn to make calls to any landline, any
mobile anywhere in the world at very low call rates.
Are you planning a trip overseas and don’t want to
incur excessive “international roaming charges”?
Some mobile phone service providers charge you
even if you do not answer your calls while abroad.
Creek St Monday 2:15pm - 3:45pm 5 weeks.
Course Starts 14th May - 11th June
Cost: $30

TUESDAY
C138 EXPLORING MS FALL CREATORS
WINDOWS 10
Basic Computer Level
Gwenn Ball
Email: gwenn.ball@u3abrisbane.org.au
Assistant Peter Jones
This course will assist both novice and experienced
users in learning the essentials of the Windows 10
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operating system, a vastly improved operating
system, an OS that's equally at home on tablets and
traditional PCs. This comprehensive course includes
the newest features of 'Fall Creators', the latest
Microsoft update. Come and enjoy a hands-on
experience while upgrading your computer skills
with this new technology. Electronic notes included.
Creek St Tuesday 9:00am - 10:30am 10 weeks.
Course runs 17th April - 19th June
Cost: $50
C138 EXPLORING MS FALL WINDOWS 10
Basic Computer Level
Gwenn Ball
Email: gwenn.ball@u3abrisbane.org.au
Assistant
This course will assist both novice and experienced
users in learning the essentials of the Windows 10
operating system, a vastly improved operating
system, an OS that's equally at home on tablets and
traditional PCs. This comprehensive course includes
the newest features of 'Fall Creators', the latest
Microsoft update. Come and enjoy a hands-on
experience while upgrading your computer skills
with this new technology. Electronic notes included.
Creek St Tuesday 12:30pm - 2:00pm 10 weeks.
Course Starts 17th April - 19th June
Cost: $50

WEDNESDAY
C120 ADOBE PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS BEGINNERS
Intermediate Computer Level
Ben Lindeboom 0435 269 255
Email: ben.lindeboom@aapt.net.au
Photoshop Elements allows you to edit and enhance
your favourite photos. It can turn your electronic
memories into visually captivating statements. It
makes it easy to organize, enhance, copy, merge,
enlarge and print your digital snapshots. Create
animated slideshows, compile inspiring photo books,
merge multiple shots into captivating panoramas
and much, much more. This “Beginners” course
introduces the student to the basic concepts of
Photoshop and teaches students how to use the
many tools available and how to apply various
corrections to your digital memories. Empower your
creative visions in a friendly “Hands-On” class
Creek St Wednesday 9:00am - 10:30am 8 weeks.
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Course runs 2nd May - 20th June
Cost: $40
C100 MS PUBLISHER PART 2
Level 3 computing
Kay Herington 0418 214 112
Email: kay.herington@bigpond.com
Publisher Part 2 is a continuation of the course
begun in Term 1. In Term 1 the tools were
introduced. In Term 2 the fun and creativity
continues as we put those tools to use making
various publications. This includes such items as
greeting cards, calendars, newsletters, booklets and
lots more. You'll learn to use the many templates
available as well as to create your own. There is
also the opportunity to begin work on your own
projects such as memoirs, family histories or
whatever you want to create.
Creek St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:15pm 9 weeks.
Course Starts 18th April - 20th June
Cost: $55 - Includes comprehensive electronic notes
C171 ANDROID & IT WORKSHOP
Chris (Nobby) Hobbs 0439 094 148 (anytime,
evening safest)
Email: chris1@choose-your-life.net
Learn how to get the most out of your computer or
Android device. Beginners with no previous
experience can join this class; you don't need to
have been to the earlier classes.The class will run
weekly for as long as there are interested
participants. It is not a teaching class, but is a
cooperative workshop where members share their
knowledge and experience. Based on member
input, several topics are dealt with each week. Any
member who has an Android device (phone or
tablet), or Windows PC, regardless of brand or age,
could be interested. We can accommodate up to
about 20 students. Come along and join us. We run
until 12:15pm.
Adelaide St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:15pm 10
weeks.
Cost: $5 weekly.
C126 ADOBE PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS ADVANCED
Advance Computer Level
Ben Lindeboom 0435 269 255
Email: ben.lindeboom@aapt.net.au
This course carries on from Adobe Photoshop
Elements Beginners / Intermediate to more
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advanced features in Photoshop Elements. Students
must have completed the Beginners/Intermediate
course in Photoshop Elements before enrolling in
this course.
Creek St Wednesday 12:30pm - 2:00pm 8 weeks.
Course Starts 2nd May - 20th June
Cost: $40

THURSDAY
C166 GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR
ANDROID SMARTPHONE OR TABLET
Basic
Harry Gilman 0424 233 250
Email: sandtree@gmail.com
This course will provide a good basic introduction to
the Android operating system and how to use it on
your Android Smartphone and/or Android Tablet. I'll
introduce you to the Android Play Store (a Gmail
Account is required to access the Play Store) and
assist with downloading and installing Apps/
Widgets, while at the same time making you aware
of the important security needs for your device.
Creek St Thursday 10:45am - 12:15pm 5 weeks.
Course Starts Thurs 26th April - 24th May
Cost: $25
C167 A BASIC INTRODUCTION TO GMAIL GOOGLE'S EMAIL PROGRAM
Basic
Harry Gilman 0424 233 250
Email: sandtree@gmail.com
This basic course will cover Setting up a Gmail
account, Creating and managing contacts,
Composing/Sending/Reading Email, Responding to
Email, Attachments, and Managing (Spam etc).
Creek St Thursday 10:45am - 12:15pm 5 weeks.
Course starts Thurs 31st May - 28th June
Cost: $25

FRIDAY
C136 MS EXCEL 2016, 2013 & 2010
Entry Level
Joan Mackay 3855 8495 0422 056 450 (Anytime)
Email: joanmackay@ozemail.com.au
This course commences assuming all participants
have little or no knowledge of MS EXCEL and
moves at a pace suitable to those attending.
Detailed course notes are provided using step-by-

step instructions. This course will cover basic
entering and editing data to creating charts,
functions, embedding and linking hyperlinks and
creating Macros. The variations in each of the 3
versions of MS Excel are accommodated so that
you can practice at home. Includes electronic notes.
Please bring a USB Flash drive to copy master files
and save your class work.
Creek St Friday 9:00am - 10:30am 10 weeks.
Course Starts 20th April - 22nd June
Cost: $50 - Includes notes.
C137 MS WORD 2016, 2013 & 2010
Basic Computer Level
Joan Mackay 3855 8495 0422 056 450 (Anytime)
Email: joanmackay@ozemail.com.au
This course commences assuming all participants
have little or no knowledge of MS WORD and
moves at a pace suitable to those attending.
Detailed course notes are provided using step by
step instruction. This course will cover creating and
editing documents to generating tables, inserting
pictures and creating hyperlinks. The variations in
each of the 3 versions of MS Word are
accommodated so that you can practice at home.
Includes electronic notes. Please bring a USB Flash
drive to copy master files and to save your class
work .
Creek St Friday 10:45am - 12:15pm 10 weeks.
Course starts 20th April - 22nd June
Cost: $50 - Includes Notes

Classes at City Campus
MONDAY
A78 TOWARDS MODERN ART IN C19TH
FRANCE - REALISM TO IMPRESSIONISM
Sheila Mackay 0450 630 360 (Weekdays 9 - 5)
Email: sheila.mackay@icloud.com
The Realist movement, led by Courbet, confronted
the official Parisian art establishment in the middle
of the C19th. Revolution was in the air when the
Salon des Refusés was established by artists to
exhibit works that had been refused entrance to the
official salon. Famously included were Cézanne,
Pissarro, Whistler and Manet. Impressionists
followed. They also aimed to be painters of the real
but moved away from depictions of idealized forms
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to those of the world as they saw it. Artists include…
Courbet, Millet, Cezanne, Manet, Caillebotte, Singer
Sargent, Whistler, Monet, Pissarro, Sisley, Degas,
Renoir, Cassat & Morisot.
Adelaide St Monday 9:00am - 10:15am
E02 CURRENT EVENTS
Lindsay Shepherd 3823 2136
Email: shepherd.lindsay1@gmail.com
A group discussion of current events with a general
objective to improve our understanding of them.
U3A students bring a wide range of knowledge and
life experiences to the discussions so come and
share your knowledge and opinions with others.
Adelaide St Monday 9:00am - 10:30am
F30 CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS
Gaye McDonald
Email: geemac1@optusnet.com.au
Everybody welcome, please contact convenor to
enrol.
Adelaide St Monday 9:00am - 10:30am
J06 FRENCH INTERMEDIATE
Helen Hall 0412 851 763
Email: hall.helen6@gmail.com
Self-help group for grammar, pronunciation and
reading. CLASS FULL.
Adelaide St Monday 9:00am - 10:30am
J150 RUSSIAN - BEGINNERS
Vera Kochnieff 0488 683 405
Email: vera_andreevna@hotmail.com
This is a beginners course for people who would like
to study Russian, learn to speak with correct
grammar and pronunciation, read and translate as
the course progresses.
Creek St Monday 9:00am - 10:15am
J188 GERMAN BEGINNERS A1
David Cusack
Email: ldcusack@gmail.com
A beginner’s course covering the basics of
pronunciation, grammar and spelling, with
opportunities to practise reading, writing, listening
and speaking skills. This class covers the A1 level
syllabus of the European language competency
grading system. Continuing from 2017. New
students should be familiar with the rudiments of
German structure: gender, cases, declensions and
conjugations. Purchase of a textbook is required.
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Creek St Monday 9:00am - 10:15am
J190 PORTUGUESE ELEMENTARY
Julieta Ferreira 0467 683 343
Email: ferreira.julieta@gmail.com
This is a beginner's course and previous knowledge
of the Portuguese language is not required.
Interactive classes that will equip the students with
the basics of the language for everyday use in
conversation, comprehension, reading and writing.
Also students will start to gain an insight into
Portuguese history, culture and society.
Adelaide St Monday 9:00am - 10:15am
L55 LITERATURE IN CONTEXT 2
Margaret Hill 3846 7712 (8.30 am - 6.00 pm)
Email: amghill@bigpond.com
Phone tutor between 8.00am and 6.00pm Mon-Fri
(no late calls please)
This is a 2nd year class, following on from
"Literature in Context 1". We are reading 'A Suitable
Boy' by Vikram Seth, a big novel set in post
Independence India. Following that, there are some
intriguing suggestions for books dealing with White
Settlement of Australia, and maybe an
understanding of the appalling Justice system that
saved people from the rope but condemned them to
the Prison Hulks and thence transportation. Our
benchmark, though, is always the literary quality of
the texts .
Adelaide St Monday 9:00am - 10:15am
F60 CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS - INTERMEDIATE 1
CONTINUING CLASS
Marion Alexander 3366 3755
Email: marionbalexa@gmail.com
For people who enjoy words, lateral thinking and
activating those little grey cells. This is a continuing
class for those who have already completed the
Absolute Beginners Course. Any other students
should contact the convenor to discuss level.
Adelaide St Monday 9:30am - 10:45am
F64 CANASTA CARD GAME VARIATIONS
Beryl Hallett 3236 6270 0414 970 868
Email: beryl.hallett501@gmail.com
Canasta and it's variations are popular social card
games. This is an opportunity to polish up your
playing skills in a friendly and supportive
environment. Beryl has been playing for many years
and will welcome all players. New members
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welcome. Knowledge of Canasta is necessary. This
is a double class so will give members plenty of time
to enjoy the game.
Creek St Monday 9:30am - 12:00pm
Cost: $8

Vera Kochnieff 0488 683 405
Email: vera_andreevna@hotmail.com
For those with a grounding in Russian grammar,
featuring pronunciation, conversation, reading and
translation. Creek St Monday 10:45am - 12:00pm

A79 TOWARDS MODERN ART IN C19TH
FRANCE - REALISM TO IMPRESSIONISM
Sheila Mackay 0450 630 360 (Weekdays 9 - 5)
Email: sheila.mackay@icloud.com
The Realist movement, led by Courbet, confronted
the official Parisian art establishment in the middle
of the C19th. Revolution was in the air when the
Salon des Refusés was established by artists to
exhibit works that had been refused entrance to the
official salon. Famously included were Cézanne,
Pissarro, Whistler and Manet. Impressionists
followed. They also aimed to be painters of the real
but moved away from depictions of idealized forms
to those of the world as they saw it. Artists include…
Courbet, Millet, Cezanne, Manet, Caillebotte, Singer
Sargent, Whistler, Monet, Pissarro, Sisley, Degas,
Renoir, Cassat & Morisot.
Adelaide St Monday 10:30am - 11:45am

J106 FRENCH - READ A NOVEL
Kay Smith 3217 2443
Email: kay.smith5@bigpond.com
This is a small, friendly and informal group whose
members meet to read works in their original
French. We have finished our reading of Candide
and started on La Petite Fadette, by George Sand.
We read aloud in French and translate in class,
discussing points of pronunciation, vocabulary,
grammar and story as we go.
Adelaide St Monday 10:45am - 12:00pm

B102 ABOUT SUGAR, WHAT'S IN, WHAT'S OUT
& WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT
Yvonne Webb
Email: dietwise@hotmail.com
Topics to be explored this term: Where do sugars
and carbohydrates come from? Structures and
interactions between sugars. Are they poison? Other
substances with sugar-like structures; Taste and
non-sugar sweeteners, insulin and diabetes (there
will be no individual advice given), When you
swallow sugar what then? Identifying sugar on a
label, resistant starch, glycaemic index and healthy
eating and lifestyle and some recipes.
Adelaide St Monday 10:45am - 12:00pm
H20 THE MAKING OF MODERN EUROPE 14002011
Patrick Johnson 0418 972 893
Email: patrick.johnson0439@gmail.com
From Age of Exploration to 9/11
The influence of Science, Exploration, Politics and
personal ambition in the evolution of Europe.. Class
input and discussion is encouraged.
Adelaide St Monday 10:45am - 12:00pm

J134 JAPANESE LEVEL 3
Madeleine Buckley
Email: madeleine.buckley@bigpond.com
Students in this class have completed three years of
Japanese language study. In class we continue to
develop listening, speaking, reading and writing
skills with increasing proficiency using kana and
Kanji. Any new student must have similar levels of
experience to join this class.
Creek St Monday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J166 MANDARIN INTERMEDIATE
Fay Lee 3191 5041
Email: philee00@gmail.com
Mandarin Intermediate class teaching basic
conversation using phonetic (pin yin) system that is
now widely used in China and Western Countries.
Adelaide St Monday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J202 PORTUGUESE INTERMEDIATE
Julieta Ferreira 0467 683 343
Email: ferreira.julieta@gmail.com
This course builds on and consolidates previous
knowledge of the Portuguese language. Students
must have been enrolled in the beginners' course or
possess basic speaking, writing and listening skills.
It emphasises communication and comprehension
skills but also builds on the grammar base
previously acquired. New themes will be introduced
which will develop understanding of the society and
culture of Portuguese-speaking countries.
Adelaide St Monday 10:45am - 12:00pm

J35 RUSSIAN - ADVANCED
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Y09 PHILOSOPHY FOR EVERYONE
Lindsay Shepherd 3823 2136
Email: shepherd.lindsay1@gmail.com
The ideas and history of philosophy from ancient
Greece to the 21st Century will be discussed. No
previous skill or knowledge of the subject required
but an inquiring mind is an advantage.
Adelaide St Monday 10:45am - 12:15pm
F28 CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS ADVANCED CONTINUING CLASS
Marion Alexander 3366 3755
Email: marionbalexa@gmail.com
For people who enjoy words, lateral thinking and
activating those little grey cells. This is a continuing
class for those who have already completed the
Intermediate Course. Any other students should
contact the convenor to discuss level.
Adelaide St Monday 11:00am - 12:00pm
F59 CHESS
Paul Lockley 0429 709 001
Email: plockley64@gmail.com
This friendly group enjoys playing chess in a relaxed
atmosphere. Players of all abilities are welcome.
Tuition will be given to those requesting it, from
complete beginners upwards. An annual prize will
be given to the person voted the year's most
improved player. We usually go for coffee and a
snack afterwards, accompanied by wide-ranging
chats.
Adelaide St Monday 12:15pm - 3:15pm. Cost: $8
F01 500
Joan O'Neill 3369 5628 (Before 10.30 am)
Assistant Tutor: Joan Nehill,
email nehillj@gmail.com
New members welcome. A playing session of the
game "500". Knowledge of the game is necessary.
Creek St Monday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
F51 CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS INTERMEDIATE - 2
CONTINUING CLASS
Marion Alexander 3366 3755
Email: marionbalexa@gmail.com
For people who enjoy words, lateral thinking and
activating those little grey cells. This is a continuing
class for those who have already completed the
Intermediate 1 Course. Any other students should
contact the convenor to discuss level.
Adelaide St Monday 12:30pm - 1:30pm
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J89 ITALIAN - ADVANCED CONVERSATION
Olga Colavitti 3359 4236
Not an Italian lesson, no books, no formal grammar
but a class structured to give all participants an
opportunity to practise the Italian they've already
learnt.
Adelaide St Monday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
J136 ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER
LANGUAGES - INTERMEDIATE OR HIGHER
Mary Denver 0424 657 917
Email: marydenver.consulting@gmail.com
Enjoy improving your English listening, speaking,
reading and writing skills at an INTERMEDIATE
level or higher. We will aim to meet your English
communication needs for real life situations. The
class will tap into online activities and resources,
and you will need to purchase a text book. Members
must contact Mary BY PHONE or EMAIL first for a
placement conversation to ensure enrolment. This is
NOT a Beginner's class.
Adelaide St Monday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
K24 HOW TO READ & WRITE A BIOGRAPHY
Yvonne Webb
Email: dietwise@hotmail.com
This class plans to be fun. We will explore how you
can write an interesting biography of family
members and friends or just someone unrelated,
and how to read good published biographies. What
makes a biography amazing? How do you interest
your family to read what you have written? We use
my latest book as an example of what to do and not
do. And you will have the opportunity of starting to
write your own story.
Creek St Monday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
L74 LITERATURE IN CONTEXT 1
Margaret Hill 3846 7712 (8.30 am - 6.00 pm)
Email: amghill@bigpond.com
Phone tutor between 8.00am and 6.00pm Mon-Fri
(no late calls please)
During the year we study Hilary Mantel's two Booker
Prize winning novels : 'Wolf Hall' and ' Bring up the
Bodies'. These two works of historical fiction are
brilliantly written and, because they are also
challenging for the reader, we go slowly. As well as
appreciating the texts, we spend time on their social,
political and religious contexts. For example, we
touch on The War of the Roses, on Henry VIII's
court and many other aspects of Tudor England.
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The events are seen through the eyes of Thomas
Cromwell.
Adelaide St Monday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
T08 TRAVEL DISCUSSION GROUP
Gary Fites 0418 743 094
Email: fitesconsulting@bigpond.com
An opportunity to draw upon the wealth of collective
travel experience among the U3A cohort to
exchange information and advice on the
practicalities of international and domestic travel,
from getting the best out of online booking sites and
frequent flyer points to useful travel apps and
destination-specific tips. The role of discussion
leader will be shared among group members from
week to week.
Creek St Monday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
Y03 EARLY BUDDHA DHAMMA
Doug Phillips 3371 1657
What Buddha taught. The original teachings of
Gotama before they were changed into religions.
Adelaide St Monday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
J103 FRENCH INTERMEDIATE
Bert Choolun
Email: bertchoolun@bigpond.com
This class is designed for prospective students who
already have a good knowledge of the French
language but now wish to progress to a more
rigorous level of grammar, reading, writing,
conversation and comprehension. Activities include
revision of grammar, reading short stories from
French books and discussing them during class as
well as conversing in French with other class
members. This class is not intended for students
who want basic French conversation for travelling to
France or a French-speaking country.
Adelaide St Monday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
F69 CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS FOR ABSOLUTE
BEGINNERS - CONTINUATION CLASS
Marion Alexander 3366 3755
Email: marionbalexa@gmail.com
Do Cryptic Crosswords make no sense to you even when you see the answers? Would you like to
learn how to crack the code? Then this class is for
you. Increase your word power, learn to think
laterally and have fun! New students welcome.
Adelaide St Monday 2:00pm - 3:00pm

F70 CARDS - 500 FOR BEGINNERS
Margaret Hill 0402 407 063
Email: marghill100@gmail.com
500 cards for beginners and intermediate players, all
welcome to learn. Friendly and helpful class. Please
contact tutor to enrol.
Creek St Monday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
J99 GREEK - CLASSICAL GREEK CONTINUING
Robert Milns 3378 1880
Email: rdmilns@bigpond.com
We shall continue the course “Classical Greek for
Beginners” from the previous term. New students
should have a modest level of Greek (Classical).
Creek St Monday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
J124 SPANISH 101
Chris (Nobby) Hobbs 0439 094 148 (anytime,
evening safest)
Email: chris1@choose-your-life.net
This course started in October 2014 and is a
progressive course, so students already have basic
conversation abilities. We will study grammar from
my books but use the Internet, songs and stories to
demonstrate the grammar. The course involves
speaking, reading and listening, with Latin-American
emphasis. I also use professional programs with lots
of audio by native speakers. These are used for
dictation, listening, and translating. If you email me
and do not receive a reply within 24 hours,
something has gone amiss. Contact me again.
Adelaide St Monday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
J160 MANDARIN ADVANCED
Fay Lee 3191 5041
Email: philee00@gmail.com
The class is for students who have finished
intermediate class and those who have some
knowledge of Chinese language.
Adelaide St Monday 2:00pm - 3:15pm

TUESDAY
H24 HISTORY THROUGH THE AGES
Alan Walpole 3219 3149 0417 077 378
Email: pmanthey@bigpond.net.au
This class is not restricted to any particular aspect or
period of history and covers the broad spectrum of
history throughout the ages. The class has a
“learning by doing” approach and members are
encouraged to contribute to as wide a range of
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history as possible by preparing and giving
presentations to the class. Presentations can be up
to an hour in length, on an historical subject of their
own choosing, and at an agreed-upon time. Lively
discussion of subjects is also encouraged.
Adelaide St Tuesday 9:00am - 10:30am
J170 GERMAN BEGINNERS A2
David Cusack
Email: ldcusack@gmail.com
A more advanced course than the A1 class,
covering in more detail pronunciation, grammar and
spelling, with opportunities to practise reading,
writing, listening and speaking skills. This class
covers the A2 level syllabus of the European
language competency grading system. Continuing
from 2016. New students should be familiar with the
imperfect and perfect tenses, separable verbs,
pronouns, possessive articles and the nominative,
accusative and dative declensions. Purchase of a
textbook is required.
Adelaide St Tuesday 9:00am - 10:15am
J211 SPANISH FOR BEGINNERS
Nora Castillo
Email: classes@u3abrisbane.org.au
No previous experience required, our class will have
an emphasis on communications and speaking the
Spanish language. Students will need to purchase
or have in their possession Talk Spanish 1 (BBC)
which also has CDs for listening practice & is
available at Dymocks. This class is now full and no
waiting list is kept.
Creek St Tuesday 9:00am - 10:15am
L75 AUSTRALIAN POETRY - THEN & NOW
Mary Mahon 3865 3316 0421 280 343 (9 a.m. to 5
p.m.)
Email: marymahon410@gmail.com
We will explore Australian poetry starting from the
First Settlement up to the 21st century. Each
session will be divided into two sections. The first
part of each lesson will be the study of an Australian
poet and his/her poems. This will be followed by
'Class Sharing' where people will be asked to
suggest poems from any country or era for the class
to read. This could include poems written by class
members. The aim will be to eventually put together
a class book of poems to be published. It is
expected that not everyone will wish their work to be
published but their input into the poetry sessions will
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be just as valuable.
Adelaide St Tuesday 9:00am - 10:15am
N12 CLASSIC MOVIES
Rosalyn Gresshoff
Email: rgresshoff@yahoo.com
Ros Gresshoff
rgresshoff@yahoo.com
We view movies and occasionally movie clips from
various genres in the Classic period (by our
definition 1930s to mid-1960s). Class members are
welcome to take an active part in selecting and
presenting their movies of choice. Movie presenters
provide an introduction to each movie with
background information. There is limited opportunity
for open discussion during the class due to the time
constraint, but for those interested, discussion is
possible afterwards over coffee at a nearby café.
Each week generally covers one movie from the
Classic period.
Adelaide St Tuesday 9:00am - 10:30am
Y07 MATTERS ARISING
Eric Jesson 3354 2130
Email: ericonly@outlook.com
I see myself as a facilitator rather than as a tutor.
We read and discuss topics and issues of a general
philosophical nature, using articles as a basis for
that exploration.
Adelaide St Tuesday 9:00am - 10:30am
Y19 THINKING ABOUT ISSUES
Garth Sherman 0407 032 788
Email: garth.sherman48@gmail.com
The group members will raise and discuss issues or
events that occur in our society, economy, history,
evolution, environment etc. Members may present a
paper or other media to discuss the issues raised by
the class. Members contribute to the discussion
from their own experience, values and knowledge.
CLASS FULL
Adelaide St Tuesday 9:00am - 10:15am
Y20 HISTORY OF IDEAS
Krystyna Soler 3372 2379
Email: ksoler@bigpond.net.au
Class continues for 2 Terms - 1 Semester
Many cultures have historically attached special
significance to Sirius, the brightest star in the night
sky. Our Julian calendar is based on the Ancient
Egyptian knowledge of the heliacal rising of the star
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Sirius with our Sun which is also a star. Historically,
when the dominant geocentric belief was challenged
by the radical scientific heliocentric model of
Copernicus, Galileo and Bruno, they were
persecuted. This PP presentation is an illustrated
journey of discovery expanding IDEAS about our
Cosmic connections, encompassing the earth, the
stars, ancient and modern cultures, religions,
philosophies, science and politics.
Adelaide St Tuesday 9:00am - 10:15am
B77 YOGA
Patricia Gordon 0424 208 515
Email: bpgordon75@gmail.com
Through the practice of Yoga our physical, mental
and emotional bodies are brought into balance.
People of all ages can expect relief from many
ailments or diseases. The class will follow a DVD
which is designed to give the beginner a simple
guide to Yoga poses and provides a blend of
stretching, breathing and relaxation. Participants can
adapt the poses to whatever level they are
comfortable with, although a basic level of flexibility
to enable both standing and floor exercises is
helpful. Bring a towel or Yoga mat and wear
comfortable clothing to enable stretching.
Creek St Tuesday 9:15am - 10:15am
F58 BRIDGE
Alice Ellaway 3355 4461
Please contact Alice for information and availability
of this class. Cost $8.00 for the double session.
Adelaide St Tuesday 9:30am - 12:00pm
Cost: $8
E31 DANGEROUS IDEAS TO CHALLENGE US
Garth Sherman 0407 032 788
Email: garth.sherman48@gmail.com
This group will discuss dangerous and creative
ideas put forward by leading thinkers and culture
creators of the 21st century. Will these ideas help or
hinder science, economics, military, society, arts,
philosophy, psychology and sociological
development? The group will watch or read about
new/old ideas and pause to discuss and debate the
points raised (dangerous? - maybe). THIS CLASS
IS NOW FULL
Adelaide St Tuesday 10:45am - 12:00pm

F67 SUDOKU FOR BEGINNERS
Donal O'Sullivan 3254 2840
"The thinking person's logical puzzle" Learn the
simple logical principles that will enable you to begin
to tackle and solve Sudoku puzzles.
Adelaide St Tuesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
H38 ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS
Bill Nichols 3425 2598 (any time & leave message)
Email: aerial073@gmail.com
The course will focus on ancient societies and
cultures by using the latest information from
archaeological and scientific sources and by
examining why some civilizations flourished over
time while others collapsed. Term 1 explored the
Andean civilization and the Inca culture. Term 2 will
examine the Maya and what happened to them,
while Term 3 will be devoted to the Aztec and the
surrounding societies of Meso-america. Term 4 will
explore the indigenous cultures of pre-Colombian
North America, particularly the Mississippian,
Anasazi and Pueblo Indians. Class participation is
very much appreciated.
Adelaide St Tuesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J81 SPANISH - CONTINUATION
Nora Castillo
Email: classes@u3abrisbane.org.au
This course is a continuing class which started in
Term 1 2017 therefore any new students will require
some knowledge of the language. We will have an
emphasis on communication and speaking Spanish.
Students will need to purchase or have in their
possession TALK SPANISH 1 (BBC) which also has
CDs for listening practice. Dymocks and other good
book stores should have this in stock at a cost of
$28.95. Maximum 10 students per class.
Creek St Tuesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J176 FRENCH INTERNET CLASS
Debra McPhee 0401 135 360
Email: stitchtoile@gmail.com
Debra facilitates this class, presenting resources
from the internet - Podcasts, YouTube, Cartoons,
Blogs, Stories, Conversation, Pronunciation,
Grammar, Vocabulary, Singing, etc. While not for
absolute beginners, Debra caters for a range of
proficiencies. Everyone speaks French every
lesson, often in pairs, to build confidence.
Participants may present their favourite links too.
Lesson links are sent weekly to be reviewed at
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leisure. No devices are required. A fun and
supportive class.
Adelaide St Tuesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J181 GERMAN BOOK READING
David Cusack
Email: ldcusack@gmail.com
In this class we read books targeted at the level of
the older teenager. In class we take turns to read
aloud and translate. Where useful we occasionally
take note of pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar
points. Pre-class preparation is not necessary but is
always rewarding. The next book is “Damals war es
Friedrich” by Hans Peter Richter. From the cover:
“Zwei Jungen wachsen im selben Haus auf und
gehen in dieselbe Schulklasse.....Doch Friedrich ist
Jude und allmählich wirft der Nationalsozialismus
seine Schatten über ihn....“.
Adelaide St Tuesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
S12 SCIENCE & THE BIG ISSUES OF OUR TIME
Martin Gellender 3857 4448
Email: mgellend@bigpond.net.au
Each week, the class will discuss the science behind
the big issues facing Australians in the 21st century.
• Could Australia derive all its energy needs from
renewable energy, and what would be the
implications? • Could humans colonise other
planets? • What are the implications if Australia
adopted nuclear energy? • Can food production be
increased to meet rising demands of a growing
world population? • What are the key environmental
challenges that will confront our grandchildren?
Adelaide St Tuesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
X76 THEATRE THROUGH THE AGES
Jane Lock 3263 1594 (5 to 7 p.m.)
Ian Thomson
We have reached the 20th century and will be
studying plays from Western theatre. We put the
plays in their historical context and enjoy discussing
all aspects of each text. Our members are
encouraged to read from the texts chosen and to
contribute short talks on appropriate topics. Short
pieces of appropriate video are used to illustrate the
plays, where available. Class members are
responsible for obtaining their own copies of the set
plays though we try to choose ones that are easily
and cheaply available. In the second term we will
examine works from the 1930s and 40s. Class has a
vacancy so contact tutor to enquire.
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Creek St Tuesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
Y21 CARL GUSTAV JUNG - DREAMS,
SYMBOLS, ARCHETYPES
Krystyna Soler 3372 2379
Email: ksoler@bigpond.net.au
Carl Jung (1875-1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist,
psychotherapist, and founder of Analytical
Psychology. His works have been influential in
Transpersonal Psychology, Religious Studies ,
Philosophy, Literature , Visual and Performing Arts,
Anthropology, Archaeology and Popular Culture. We
will focus on Jung's ideas to access the wisdom of
Dreams and the personal and collective
Unconscious. PowerPoint presentation, discussion
and sharing. Participants are asked to bring a small
sketch pad and coloured pencils.
Adelaide St Tuesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
E01 A CURRENT AFFAIR
Ray Bricknell 3287 2668 (before 6:00pm please)
Email: raybrick@bigpond.net.au
Each week the class facilitator introduces one or
more current topics for discussion. The topics are
wide ranging, sometimes off the beaten track, but
always of current importance. The group has
demonstrated a talent for intelligent, unemotional, indepth discussion. There is no limit placed on where
the discussion leads us. New class members are
always welcome. This is one of the most popular
classes at U3A Brisbane, and offers an opportunity
for intelligent, balanced discussion and debate such
as is quite difficult to find elsewhere, providing real
mental stimulation.
Adelaide St Tuesday 12:15pm - 1:45pm
B101 MINDFULNESS & METTA FOR ELDERS
(BEGINNERS)
Georgia Cummings 3277 3059 0438 348
194 (evenings 5pm to 9pm)
Email: pwrennial@gmail.com
This introductory class is for those who are new to
meditation practice and metta or self compassion in
the mindfulness tradition. Topics we discuss include
contemplative studies, spirituality and ageing,
gerontology narratives, Buddhist psychology and the
growing body of evidence-based neuroscience that
supports the practice of mindfulness meditation in
an informal and friendly group setting where we
share finding ways to incorporate these practices
into our daily lives. We will follow a structured format
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for six weeks, then the remainder of term will be
more flexible, exploring metta or self- compassion
practices.
Adelaide St Tuesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
F38 MAHJONG
Ronda Marshall 3395 2262
Email: rondawayne@bigpond.com
Learn to play and enjoy Mahjong the Chinese way.
Non-competitive, friendly class.
Creek St Tuesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
F65 CANASTA CARD GAME VARIATIONS
Beryl Hallett 3236 6270 0414 970 868
Email: beryl.hallett501@gmail.com
Canasta and its variations are popular, social, card
games. This is an opportunity to polish up your
playing skills, in a friendly and supportive
environment. Beryl has been playing for many years
and will welcome all players. New members are
welcome. Knowledge of Canasta is necessary. This
is a double class so will give members plenty of time
to enjoy the game.
Creek St Tuesday 12:30pm - 3:00pm
Cost: $8
H07 BRITISH HISTORY
Judy Catts
Email: keithcu3a@gmail.com
We are now well into the 1800s, a century of great
change - social, political and industrial. Events in
Europe and America are increasingly affecting Great
Britain.
Adelaide St Tuesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
H18 RUSSIAN HISTORY LITERATURE &
CULTURE
David Truman 3720 0723 0422 076 079
Email: truman7@westnet.com.au
2018 is the second of a three-year course covering
the full sweep of Russian history. 2018 will be about
the nineteenth century and up to the Revolution.
This period sees the Napoleonic invasion, the birth
of the Russian intelligentsia and its split between
Westernizers and Slavophiles, the birth and
flowering of Russian literature, music, painting and
ballet, and the growth of the revolutionary
movement. A marvellous and turbulent century!
Adelaide St Tuesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
Fee charged for copies of notes.

K18 THE WRITERS TOY BOX
Charlie Strachan 3300 1701
Email: ecnstrachan@gmail.com
Creative Writing - All writers play with words,
characters, space/place and time real or imagined.
The key to creative writing is play. This course
invites anyone who likes to read or write (even shy
scribes) to come and play as a group with the
creative toys writers use to create prose, radio,
theatre, TV and film. Bring a blank page and an
open imagination.
Adelaide St Tuesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
E05 MACRO (WORLD) ECONOMICS
Ray Bricknell 3287 2668 (before 6:00pm please)
Email: raybrick@bigpond.net.au
The Tutor has an MBA with a major in economics,
but does not claim to be an economist.
As a result of the massive debt binge of the 1990's
through to 2007, the world is (amazingly) still going
through its most significant period of economic
readjustment since the Great Depression - now 10
years on since the GFC was triggered. This class
reviews the current international economic situation,
the changes which are occurring, and those which
will probably be required to get us through the next
10 or 20 years. No prior knowledge of economics is
required, and you can join the class at any time, not
just at the start of a term. Email access and a printer
are needed for full participation.
Adelaide St Tuesday 2:00pm - 3:30pm
J85 ITALIAN - INTERMEDIATE
Jocelyn Giordano 3323 7439
Email: mmjocelyn14@gmail.com
The focus of this class is oral work and
conversation. People who are familiar with Italian
and have completed most of the verb tenses are
expected to prepare short talks to present to class
for discussion. Speaking in Italian occupies half of
the weekly class time. Grammar, reading and
viewing complement the oral work.
Adelaide St Tuesday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
M37 CHOIR
*NEW*
Margaret Ganderton 0421 175 911
Email: margaret.ganderton@gmail.com
"Singing in a choir is cheaper than therapy, healthier
than drinking and more fun than working
out" (Although you can of course choose to do all
four!). This new choir is open to all, male and
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female. There are no prerequisites apart from the
desire to sing with like-minded folk and have fun. No
need to read music. The repertoire will be varied,
anything from Musicals to the Hallelujah Chorus and
working towards regular performances. No
auditions, but there may be opportunities for anyone
who would like to sing solo parts within some songs.
Let's Sing!
Creek St Tuesday 2:00pm - 3:15pm

K22 CREATIVE WRITING - BASIC LEVEL
Thomas Nelson 0438 118 768
Email: tomnlsn8@gmail.com
Discover your creative side, explore your unique
writer's voice and develop a strong writing practice.
Learn the basic steps for bringing your ideas to life.
There will be lots of practice in a safe environment
surrounded by fellow writers.
Adelaide St Wednesday 9:00am - 10:15am

J48 RUSSIAN INTERMEDIATE
David Truman 3720 0723 0422 076 079
Email: truman7@westnet.com.au
Conversation and grammar for people with at least
one year of Russian. Textbook is Colloquial
Russian: The Complete Course for Beginners (2010
edition) by Svetlana le Fleming & Susan Kay.
Creek St Tuesday 3:00pm - 4:15pm

L43 SHAKESPEARE - LIFE & WORKS
Paul York
Email: yorkpf@gmail.com
*CLASS FULL* Arguably, one can appreciate
Shakespeare only in later life. Whether you studied
Shakespeare in school or not, come along and
discover (or rediscover) why he is considered a
literary giant, the nature of his enduring legacy for
the English language, and why his works still speak
to us in the 21st century. We shall closely read his
major plays and maybe watch a movie version (or
two) of the same. The course is introductory in
nature - you need no prior knowledge of
Shakespeare.
Adelaide St Wednesday 9:00am - 10:15am

WEDNESDAY
A42 PENCIL DRAWING
Rita Copeland 3352 6141
Double Class. In this course we will be continuing
Javad's Pencil Drawing class. Learn the basics of
drawing before progressing to other media: shading,
anatomy, perspective, composition, design
techniques, final touches. Refine your perception of
life around you and enjoy the experience.CLASS
FULL
Creek St Wednesday 9:00am - 12:00pm
Cost: $8
H09 HISTORY
Alan Walpole 3219 3149 0417 077 378
Email: pmanthey@bigpond.net.au
The class explores world history throughout the
ages. Each member of the group periodically gives a
presentation which can vary in length on any
historical topic of their choice. There is the
opportunity for lively discussion each week.
Adelaide St Wednesday 9:00am - 10:30am
J37 SPANISH - ADVANCED CONVERSATION
Gloria Massi 3878 2966
Email: massigloria@gmail.com
Students require a reasonable knowledge of
Spanish. This class is FULL
Adelaide St Wednesday 9:00am - 10:30am
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B106 ORGANIC GARDENING & ASSOCIATED
LIFESTYLE *NEW*
Jocelyn Abrahams
Email: og.u3a@hotmail.com
During this course we will find out how to grow in the
organic way, vegetables, fruit trees and flowers, in
the ground or in pots. This is a chemical-free
environmental benefit. We can then discuss the
many ways to prepare your produce, either for fresh
eating, or to store the excess for future use. If time
allows, we will discuss related sustainable issues,
such as rainwater storage and harvesting electricity
from the sun.
Creek St Wednesday 9:00am - 10:15am
H04 ARCHAEOLOGY & ANCIENT HISTORY 1
Pamela Davenport 3341 5866 (7pm>)
Email: p.w.davenport15@gmail.com
Best to call after 7.00pm
Insights for travellers into the history of the
Mediterranean and the Middle East, through
archaeological excavations and other sources. Note
that there are two classes.
Adelaide St Wednesday 9:15am - 10:30am
This is class 1 (of 2).
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J75 GERMAN - ADVANCED
Ivar Stephensen 3345 5663 0431 959 424
Email: irstephensen@gmail.com
For those who can already speak German at an
intermediate level. The aim is to practise and
develop speaking, listening and reading skills in
everyday German at an advanced level, using
podcast, video and print material, together with
classroom activities. As the class continues on from
the previous term, places for new students will be
limited.
Adelaide St Wednesday 9:15am - 10:30am
F68 BRIDGE FOR BEGINNERS
Roberta Tait 0431 640 874
Email: taitroberta@hotmail.com
Some knowledge of cards is necessary for this
class. For the first 45-60 minutes of the first session
I propose to show a video and have a Q&A session.
We will break for a cuppa, then the fun begins - we
will play set hands, with guidance. Partners will be
rotated so that everyone meets and plays with
everyone else.
Adelaide St Wednesday 9:30am - 12:00pm
Cost: $8
B72 HEALTH & MEDICAL TOPICS
Ewan Nixon 0466 994 302 (8 to 10am.6.30 to
8.30pm)
Email: ewannixon004@hotmail.com
Facilitator is a retired medical practitioner and each
week will discuss a general medical topic e.g.
Cancer in general, some specific cancers, arthritic
conditions, blood pressure, heart attack, stroke and
common endocrine (hypothyroidism) etc. Other
topics can be discussed as nominated by class
members. This is a general class and individual
medical advice cannot be given.
Creek St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:15pm
E16 POLITICS & THE ECONOMY - FEARS &
HOPES
Bruce Holdsworth
Email: bruce.holdsworth@yahoo.com.au
Former Economics Lecturer, ANU
Trump, Brexit, Hanson, inequality, coal vs
renewables, automation, etc - all the results of
economic factors - cause the disintegration of
certainty & continuing crises. We discuss what's
happening & why, & consider hopeful alternatives,
so we may: hold on to our money, avoiding a

recession, perhaps because of a property &/or
financial crash; slow climate change; avoid a big
new war & smaller wars, & continued terrorism;
maximise incomes & working hours for the 99%;
stop education & social divisions worsening; stop a
"Police State" developing; & more.
Adelaide St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
E36 IS PEACE POSSIBLE - PEACE STUDIES
Anita Reed 3343 7392
Email: anita.reed02@gmail.com
Wide-ranging topics for intelligent discussion will
include: Ways to move towards peace, causes of a
past war with parallels today, some current hot
spots, the Military Industrial Complex, the role of the
media, peaceful and cultural ways to promote
peace, and do we need a change in foreign policy?
Adelaide St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
H06 ARCHAEOLOGY & ANCIENT HISTORY 2
Pamela Davenport 3341 5866 (7pm>)
Email: p.w.davenport15@gmail.com
Insights for travellers into the history of the
Mediterranean and the Middle-East, through
archaeological excavations and other sources. Note
that there are two classes.
Adelaide St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
This is class 2 (of 2).
J41 SPANISH - INTERMEDIATE CONVERSATION
Gloria Massi 3878 2966
Email: massigloria@gmail.com
Students require at least an intermediate level of
Spanish. NOTE: New students must ring the tutor.
This class is now FULL
Adelaide St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J80 GERMAN - INTERMEDIATE
Ivar Stephensen 3345 5663 0431 959 424
Email: irstephensen@gmail.com
For those who already can speak German at a basic
to intermediate level. The aim is to practise and
develop speaking, listening and reading skills in
everyday German at an intermediate level, using
podcast, video and print material, together with
classroom activities. As the class continues on from
the previous term, places for new students will be
limited.
Adelaide St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:00pm
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J97 JAPANESE ELEMENTARY
Jacqueline Fernandes
Email: jackie@gavsta.com
Members in this class have completed basic
Japanese language study. This class will continue to
develop listening and conversational skills. Reading
and writing components will be included to enable
structure of simple sentences. Students should be
familiar with the Hiragana script.
Creek St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:00pm

E08 ARAB-ISRAELI DISPUTE - BACKGROUND
Coral Johnson 3378 3491
Email: coralrj@hotmail.com
Where there is a mixture of religion, politics and
strategic location, there’s bound to be conflict and
controversy. With the media limited to brief sound
bites, emotive images, and lack of context, this twoterm course presents factors often overlooked.
Adelaide St Wednesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm

M12 RECORDER ENSEMBLE - BEGINNERS
Joanne Rynja 3343 1950
Email: joannerynja@hotmail.com
Term 2 is a continuation of Term1. Entry at this level
requires the participant be able to read music
reasonably well and be able to play a limited range
on either the soprano, alto, tenor or bass recorder.
Required for class: a Recorder, Music Exercise
Book, Display Folder and the text book "The
Recorder Guide" by Kulbach and Nitka. Audition
may apply.
Adelaide St Wednesday 10:45am - 12:00pm

J25 ITALIAN - INTERMEDIATE
Barbara Steiner 3352 6380
Email: bfsteiner@iprimus.com.au
This is an intermediate level class; we will be going
through all the aspects of the Italian language:
grammar, listening, speaking, writing and reading in
accordance with the class requirements and
expectations. This course is designed for students
who can already communicate effectively in Italian.
Creek Street, Room 4.
Creek St Wednesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm

A31 CRAFT CIRCLE
Eleanor Ardern 0408 195 669
Email: ellie42a@gmail.com
Once you are enrolled you can pop in and out when
you have time, from 12:30pm to 3:30pm. Calling all
ladies who would like to make new friends and have
a chat while keeping their hands active with their
favourite crafts. We have a multi-talented group of
knitters, crocheters, embroiderers, and quilters,
appliqué sewers and more to enjoy fellowship,
laughs and a fun afternoon. We have members very
happy to share their knowledge and skills. Come
along and meet us - strangers are just friends you
haven't met yet.
Adelaide St Wednesday 12:30pm - 3:30pm

J38 SPANISH - BEGINNERS CONVERSATION
Gloria Massi 3878 2966
Email: massigloria@gmail.com
All beginning students welcome. This class is now
FULL
Adelaide St Wednesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm

A57 PENCIL DRAWING
Rita Copeland 3352 6141
In this course we will learn how to draw.
Opportunities exist to learn where your strengths lie.
You might find yourself excelling in portraits of
people and pets, landscapes or nature, caricatures,
fantasy, comics or still life. It may also be possible to
paint your works of art if you wish. This is a double
class. CLASS FULL
Creek St Wednesday 12:30pm - 3:00pm
Cost: $8
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J109 FRENCH - BASIC TRAVELLERS
CONVERSATION FOR BEGINNERS CONTINUING CLAS
Dominic Vu 0411 560 136
Email: dvvvu@iinet.net.au
This course is for absolute or near-absolute
beginners who plan to visit French-speaking places
or who are just interested in exploring the French
language and culture. Both spoken and written
French relating to basic travellers' situations are
included. Class will practise conversation in an
enjoyable and non-threatening atmosphere.
Textbooks are 'Talk French 1' and 'Talk French 2'
published by Pearson. The course will cover most
skills specified at level A1 (beginning) of the
European Languages Framework (CEFRL).
Adelaide St Wednesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
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J187 GERMAN - TRANSITION
Ivar Stephensen 3345 5663 0431 959 424
Email: irstephensen@gmail.com
For those who can already speak German at a basic
to intermediate level. The aim is to practise and
develop speaking, listening and reading skills in
everyday German at an intermediate level, using
podcast, video and print material, together with
classroom activities. As the class continues on from
the previous term, places for new students will be
limited Creek St Wednesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
M17 RECORDER ENSEMBLE - INTERMEDIATE
Joanne Rynja 3343 1950
Email: joannerynja@hotmail.com
Term 2 is a continuation of Term 1. Entry at this
level requires participants to be able to read music
competently and play one of the four recorders
fluently. Repertoire ranges from Renaissance and
beyond. Text book - "The Recorder Guide". Audition
may apply.
Adelaide St Wednesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
X08 EXPERIENCING CHINA
Bryan Iles 3343 3141
Email: bryaniles@bigpond.com
This program provides the opportunity to study
various aspects of China including special topics
such as Chinese New Year, its legend, its
importance and its impact on China. Other topics
include a study of the social and political structure of
China including the 4 forms of local government.
Within each local government region time is spent
looking at the geography, location, economy and
any other important features. Topics such as
infrastructure development; roads, railways, fast
speed train network, airports and water resources;
living standards and lifestyle changes are discussed,
with a particular emphasis on the rapid change.
Adelaide St Wednesday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
J07 FRENCH - FUNDAMENTAL, INTRODUCTORY
Coral Johnson 3378 3491
Email: coralrj@hotmail.com
Based on the BBC Talk French Complete Course
with supplementary resources, there is an emphasis
on pronunciation, comprehension, fluency, and
having fun. Enjoy learning to speak, read (and
sometimes sing) in the beautiful French language.
Adelaide St Wednesday 2:00pm - 3:15pm

J59 SPANISH - CONTINUING
Chris (Nobby) Hobbs 0439 094 148 (anytime,
evening safest)
Email: chris1@choose-your-life.net
Spanish is perhaps the easiest foreign language. As
this is a continuing course, some extended
knowledge is needed. Progressive study of grammar
using listening and speaking, with Latin-American
emphasis. Confirm with me before attending. New
students need to be conversant with the material
already completed. There are extra audio/video
programs available on Dropbox. You may want to
bring a USB flash drive to class so that you can
obtain all the ancillary material. If you email me and
do not receive a reply within 24 hours, something is
wrong. Contact me again.
Adelaide St Wednesday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
J179 FRENCH - CONVERSATION FOR
ADVANCED BEGINNERS -CONTINUING CLASS
Dominic Vu 0411 560 136
Email: dvvvu@iinet.net.au
This one-year course is for people planning to visit
French-speaking places or just interested in
exploring the French language and culture.
Members will have been exposed to some
introductory French. The course will cover most
skills specified at levels A1 (beginning) and A2 (lowintermediate) of the European Languages
Framework (CEFRL). Class will practise
conversation in an enjoyable and non-threatening
atmosphere. Textbook is 'Talk French 2'. Notes from
other relevant books and websites for French
communication will be provided.
Adelaide St Wednesday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
M30 RECORDER ENSEMBLE - ADVANCED
Joanne Rynja 3343 1950
Email: joannerynja@hotmail.com
Participants at this level must be able to read music
fluently and play one or more recorder sizes
competently. Repertoire ranges from music of the
Renaissance to contemporary music. Audition may
apply.
Adelaide St Wednesday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
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X127 BODY CORPORATE BUSINESS
Margaret McCahon 3378 3919
Email: oldfogies@iinet.net.au
If you own or live in a housing complex, learn the
rules and regulations that apply to how your body
corporate operates and how you can become
effectively involved. We will investigate the Act and
Regulations and take on a practical exercise of
keeping records of a fictitious body corporate. Most
BC's engage a manager to keep books, call
meetings and collect fees, but with sufficient
knowledge and confidence, your BC can selfmanage thereby retaining control of what is
happening in your complex. If you know how BC
business operates you can be valuably involved
within the complex and at meetings.
Creek St Wednesday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
L78 THE POWER OF POETRY *NEW*
Joe Tierney 3343 4521
Email: joecart9@gmail.com
This is intended as a flexible, adaptive course
focusing on a close textual analysis of a particular
poem (or poems) written in English each week. The
aim is to experience the poems in different ways that
will lead to interesting discussions. On the first day
of the course a short questionnaire will be handed
out to gauge attitudes and interests. I am very open
to class members bringing poems they enjoy to the
class and leading the discussion.
Adelaide St Wednesday 2:00pm - 3:15pm

THURSDAY
F14 MAHJONG - WESTERN STYLE
Margaret Cowell 3266 3431
Mahjong for Intermediate Players. Note that this
class is a double session.
Creek St Thursday 9:00am - 12:00pm
Cost until 10:30 am is $5 and until 12:00 is $8.
F20 SCRABBLE - DOUBLE CLASS
Edna Winkel 3202 9886
Come and have fun with scrabble. Exercise your
brain with our happy Scrabble group. This is a
double session to allow ample time for several
games. PLEASE RING AFTER 6PM to enrol.
Adelaide St Thursday 9:00am - 12:00pm
Cost: $8 - $8.00 for double class. Cost till 10.30am =
$5.00 and till 12 noon = $8.00

30.

G11 FAMILY HISTORY SKILLS USING THE
INTERNET
Susan Der Kinderen 0427 738 063
Email: susiederkinderen@gmail.com
This class is for beginners and immediate level
researchers. Computer skills are very desirable.
Over this term we will take an in-depth look at the
processes and tools to assist you in your research.
We will be using the popular genealogy websites.
How to use Ancestry, MyHeritage, FamilySearch
and Findmypast for effective searches. How you can
use these websites and their functions to maximise
your search strategies and assess the results. We
will also look at Australian and International
Newspaper databases.
Adelaide St Thursday 9:00am - 10:15am
R09 WHAT THE BIBLE IS ABOUT - AN
INFORMED APPRECIATION OF THE BIBLE
Raymond Sarlin 0491 124 666
Email: ray.sarlin@ymail.com
The Reformation was 500 years old in 2017, so it’s
appropriate to re-examine the Bible with fresh eyes
and updated information including recent historical
and scientific evidence. Greek Bibles flooding
Europe from Islam's conquest of the Byzantine
empire in 1453 prompted the Reformation in the first
place. This non-religious course applies the
integrated nature of the text to enable members to
learn to unlock the meanings of difficult passages for
themselves by using the Bible to interpret the Bible.
Each week examines one or more passages in
detail. Members may nominate topics. Suitable for
new and continuing members.
Creek St Thursday 9:00am - 10:15am
S27 CLIMATE CHANGE WHAT IS IT & WHAT
SHOULD WE DO ABOUT IT
John Price 0413 737 875
Email: johnhprice44@gmail.com
This is an interactive course, enquiring into the
problem of human-induced climate change, using
basic scientific concepts and discussing where our
knowledge of the problem comes from and how the
problem can be managed. Each week we will deal
with a different aspect of the controversy and some
practice at confronting contrary claims. Subjects to
be discussed: Climate Change What is it? Earth's
Climate, Earth's Climate History, Lessons from
Climate History, Humans Controlling the Climate,
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Remedies, Zero-carbon Energy. The Moral Problem
of Climate Change - What do we do?
Creek St Thursday 9:00am - 10:15am
U11 PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON
CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL ISSUES
*NEW*
Sally Lai
Email: sallyhc.lai@gmail.com
While psychology is typically associated with
identifying, preventing and treating mental health
issues, it is a broad field of scientific study with
practical applications across a wide range of
domains, including health, education, law
enforcement, international relations, and the
environment. As well as explaining human
behavious, psychology has an important role in
predicting and changing behaviour. This course
provides an introduction to psychological theories
and research relating to a selection of contemporary
social issues.
Adelaide St Thursday 9:00am - 10:15am
E06 MIND STIRRERS
Raymond Rose 0419 724 936
Email: ray_rose@bigpond.com
An informed discussion of contemporary issues
based on material supplied at each session. Group
members engage in vigorous discussion, followed
by coffee and cake at a nearby cafe.
Adelaide St Thursday 10:45am - 12:00pm
H45 MILITARY HISTORY - A BATTLEFIELD
PERSPECTIVE
Raymond Sarlin 0491 124 666
Email: ray.sarlin@ymail.com
Review history as experienced on the battlefield.
Using maps, firsthand documents and (where
practical) photographs and films, archaeological
evidence and lively class discussion, each session
will focus on a single contact, battle, campaign or
war ranging from Rourke’s Drift to epic battles like
Fromelles or Stalingrad. We will address ancient to
modern times as well as conventional, nuclear and
asymmetric warfare. Members are encouraged to
prepare and give class presentations on appropriate
historical military subjects of their choosing, a great
way to explore one’s heritage. Suitable for new and
continuing members.
Creek St Thursday 10:45am - 12:00pm

J08 FRENCH - CONTINUING 1
Coral Johnson 3378 3491
Email: coralrj@hotmail.com
Emphasis is on pronunciation, comprehension,
fluency, and having fun. Enjoy learning to speak,
read (and sometimes sing) in the beautiful French
language. Content differs from J47
Adelaide St Thursday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J101 JAPANESE - UPPER INTERMEDIATE
Enju Norris 3378 6031
Email: 2014enju@gmail.com
Jacqui Fernandes 0410646691
jackie@gavsta.com
For students who are familiar with the language and
wish to advance further.
Creek St Thursday 10:45am - 12:00pm
L42 MODERN ENGLISH LITERATURE
Margaret Powley 3395 4840
Term 2 book is Persuasion by Jane Austen.
Persuasion is the last novel fully completed by Jane
Austen. It was published at the end of 1817, six
months after her death.
Adelaide St Thursday 10:45am - 12:00pm
T06 EFFECTIVE & MUTUALLY REWARDING
COMMUNICATION
Margriet O'Regan 0414 937 473
Email: margrietanne@hotmail.com
When was the last time someone gave you
unsolicited advice ? Does unsolicited advice
sometimes make you feel a little – or a lot – put
down ? Did it kind of stop the conversation ? One of
the guidelines for loving, effective communication
suggests never give unsolicited advice – or receive
it passively, except if recipient’s life or limb is at
stake. This class will be looking at precisely this kind
of guideline.
Adelaide St Thursday 10:45am - 12:00pm
F71 CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS FOR BEGINNERS
*NEW*
Ian Carr 3162 6683
Email: ianzcarr@optusnet.com.au
Embarking on a voyage around the wonderful world
of cryptic crosswords.
Adelaide St Thursday 10:45am - 12:00pm
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X130 CONCEPT MAPPING FOR MEMORISING,
PLANNING & CREATIVE FUN
*NEW*
Marian Butler
Email: marian.butler@gmail.com
A concept map or conceptual diagram is a diagram
that depicts suggested relationships between
concepts. Students will learn to use concept maps
for a range of purposes such as capturing ideas,
planning, writing and remembering information from
reading and listening. It will be practical so studens
will need blank A3 paper, coloured pencils, a pencil
and eraser.
Adelaide St Thursday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J218 SPANISH - INTRODUCTION FOR
BEGINNERS
*NEW*
Maria Rosa Gallego 0434 455 312
Email: rosa.gallego.guerrero@gmail.com
This course provides an introduction to the Spanish
language and culture for complete beginners.
Pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar will be
taught through a range of simple speaking and
listening activities. Class participation is encouraged
with the emphasis on communicaion skills using
practical, conversational and everyday language. An
opportunity to learn a beautiful language and have
fun doing it.
Adelaide St Thursday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J24 ITALIAN - INTERMEDIATE
Deanna Isoardi 3263 5760
Email: deannaisoardi@hotmail.com
Grammatical approach to learning Italian, for
intermediate students.
Creek St Thursday 12:15pm - 1:30pm
A01 PAINTING PRACTICE GROUP
Anne Kirkwood 0434 060 417
Email: annekirkwood@live.com.au
Watercolour/ Acrylics/ Ink (no Oils). In this group we
plan to meet weekly in Creek Street where we can
enjoy painting together while supporting each
other's efforts. There will be no tutor. Contact Anne
to enrol. This course is not suitable for beginners.
Creek St Thursday 12:30pm - 2:00pm

32.

E15 GLOBAL CULTURAL DIVERSITY
Laurence Salmon 0431 748 241
Email: laurencesalmon27@gmail.com
Different cultures, history and what it means in
today's Australian way of life.
The Tutor has 35 years of International Change
Management from the oil and gas industry. Each
week he shares knowledge in areas of business and
cultural diversity from all of the six continents and
countries he was based in. He brings to the
discussion cultural aspects from the 14 areas of the
Iceberg Model & Culture and understanding. This
covers communications in content theory, history of
creating cultures, areas of business culture and how
these elements affect global growth and its
integration with other cultures in Australia. These
are all interesting and thought-provoking topics.
Adelaide St Thursday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
H01 A SOCIAL HISTORY
Wendy Gemmell
Email: wendy_gemmell@bigpond.com
Join our friendly group for interesting talks on
diverse aspects of European history before 1900. All
welcome.
Adelaide St Thursday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
H41 THE BURMA RAILWAY
Derek Cameron 0403 178 210
Email: the.camerons2@bigpond.com
This course will detail the circumstances in which
Australians came to be prisoners of war of the
Japanese from 1942-1945; the conditions faced in
"official" POW camps such as Changi; the use of
POWs as forced labourers for the construction of the
Burma-Thailand Railway and the details involved in
that activity; the incidence of death and illness
brought about as a result; the role of outstanding
personalities such as "Weary" Dunlop in sustaining
the captives; and the release and rehabilitation of
the prisoners at war's end.
Adelaide St Thursday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
J47 FRENCH - CONTINUING 2
Coral Johnson 3378 3491
Email: coralrj@hotmail.com
Emphasis is on pronunciation, comprehension,
fluency, and having fun. Enjoy learning to speak,
read (and sometimes sing) in the beautiful French
language. Content differs from J08
Adelaide St Thursday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
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N13 FILM STORYTELLING - HOLLYWOOD ON
HOLLYWOOD
Albert Moran 3844 9018
Email: a.moran@griffith.edu.au
Assistant: Bob Thompson
The art behind the art is often as interesting as the
world it represents. Not surprisingly, Hollywood has
sometimes made films about itself whether to
celebrate, send up, romanticise, dramatise, indict or
simply document the movie colony and the movie
industry. We will watch some of the most interesting
and enjoyable films ranging from the 1930s to
present. Films to be screened include: A STAR IS
BORN, SUNSET BOULEVARD, SINGING IN THE
RAIN, THE BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL, THE GIRL
and THE CAT'S MEOW. Each week, we focus on
one film as well as useful written material. Classes
include group conversation and an introduction to
the film.
Creek St Thursday 12:30pm - 3:00pm
Cost: $8
U09 HUMAN NATURE (WHAT MAKES US TICK)
Maurice Wilkinson 3846 4079 0410 644 616
Learn how to attempt to evaluate and translate our
personal everyday situations; be able to understand
stress, learn why we feel good or bad.
Adelaide St Thursday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
K26 WRITING YOUR MEMOIR *NEW*
Peter Hempenstall 0400 124 949
Email: peter@orator.com.au
Would you like to record your life's memories, both
happy and sad, for friends and family to read? In this
class, I will provide a different discussion topic and
writing exercise each week, with the aim of
triggering memories of aspects of your life. The aim
of the class will be to get you writing, so that at the
end of the term, you will have completed several
articles. Ideally, you will add to these at home, and
eventually, you will put together a book of memoirs.
Peter is replacing Robyn O'Hare as facilitator of this
class in Term 2.
Adelaide St Thursday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
H39 THE BATTLE FOR AUSTRALIA 1942-43
Derek Cameron 0403 178 210
Email: the.camerons2@bigpond.com
This unit offers an analysis of the causes, course
and consequences of the Kokoda Track campaign,
including an evaluation of the controversies about

personalities, strategy and tactics surrounding it. Its
significance for later history and indeed whether or
not we should talk of a "Battle for Australia" will also
be explored. The course includes numerous
exercises based on the sources and links to further
information. By comparison with other campaigns in
World War Two (such as the awesome armies
involved in the titanic struggles in Russia) the
opposing forces on the Kokoda Track were
miniscule.
Adelaide St Thursday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
L33 POETRY APPRECIATION
Coral Johnson 3378 3491
Email: coralrj@hotmail.com
This class encourages those attending to share
favourite poems, become acquainted with unfamiliar
poets and their work, and to develop a greater
appreciation of the beauty of the English language
and its power to express thoughts and feelings.
While attention is given to poetic techniques, the
emphasis is on appreciation and enjoyment.
Adelaide St Thursday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
P16 CAMERA CLUB
Rodney Knaggs 0419 643 231
Email: rknaggs@bigpond.com
Tutorials, field trips, night shoots, studio
photography, guest speakers, time for sharing
knowledge, socialising and having fun. All users of
compact or DSLRs are welcome.
Adelaide St Thursday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
U10 UNDERSTANDING OURSELVES & OTHERS
*NEW*
Sue Fairley 3359 3432
Email: sue8fairley@gmail.com
Have you ever wondered why you are so different
from other people? Why some people like to spend
time alone and others love being with other people?
Why some of us are good with directions and details
whereas others love to dream dreams and imagine
possibilities? These questions and others will be
explored during this course. We will discover what
our personality type is and how this affects many
aspects of our lives - the way we make decisions,
the way we treat time, the way we like to live our
lives etc. Once people have a basic understanding
of their personalities there are many other aspects
of life that we can look at.
Creek St Thursday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
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FRIDAY
A82 BUDDING ARTIST GROUP
Ricardo Garcia 0449 213 002 (2pm - 5pm)
Email: hrgarciav@gmail.com
This is a friendly group and open to everyone. We
work with acrylics, water colours,do coloured pencil
drawing but not oils. For the first session, all you will
need to bring is a sketchbook, an art rubber and a
pencil 2B-6B. Jean Blake has kindly volunteered to
offer tuition in water colour and acrylics for an hour
each week, from 11 till 12.
Creek St Friday 9:00am - 12:00pm. Cost: $8
B105 WHAT TO EAT TO STAY HEALTHY -THE
HISTORY & SCIENCE BEHIND NUTRITION
Anthony Power 0417 911 219
Email: anthony@powernutrition.com.au
With diseases like diabetes, obesity and heart
disease increasing, there is a great deal of
confusion amongst the public about what to eat and
why, to live a long and healthy life. Anthony will
examine the rights and wrongs of the current dietary
guidelines and will also aim to explain the very
confusing area of fats, carbohydrates and protein. Is
there a specific diet that we should follow for a
healthier life? What foods (if any) are better than
others? And is there such a thing as super food or
ideal 'diet'. Anthony mixes science with nutrition and
food history and loves exploring myths and
misconceptions.
Adelaide St Friday 9:00am - 10:15am
H27 MODERN HISTORY
Robert Hill 3846 7712 (before 7 pm)
Email: robhill4@bigpond.com
Our class is now in its sixth year. We have become
a group of friendly folks who listen to and discuss an
eclectic range of subjects researched and presented
by class members about events, people and places
from the 17th century up to to-day. Every Friday
brings fresh interest and insights for all of us. New
members are made welcome and it is customary to
have coffee together after class to deepen our
friendship. This is what U3A is all about - learning
and connecting. There are no vacancies if all
students re-enroll but I will keep a waiting list for
vacancies.
Adelaide St Friday 9:00am - 10:30am
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J63 LATIN - ADVANCED
Paul Ivory
Email: pivory@ozemail.com.au
This course seeks to document the transition from
paginism/polytheism to Christianity/monotheism
through selections from authors like Cicero, Horace,
Tertullian and Augustine. For further information,
contact Yvonne McGann on 0438090540.
Creek St Friday 9:00am - 10:15am
J68 LATIN - ADVANCED
Paul York
Email: yorkpf@gmail.com
This class focusses on translating the Latin classics
and exploring their background - for this purpose,
we shall make use of the "Cambridge Latin
Anthology". As far as grammar is concerned, we
shall work through Bradley's Arnold "Latin Prose
Composition" to gain practice in English to Latin
translation. To feel comfortable in the course,
students will need a good knowledge of core Latin
grammar, syntax and vocabulary - for example, to
the standard of Paterson & MacNaughton, Parts 1
and 2.
Adelaide St Friday 9:00am - 10:15am
J159 JAPANESE - INTRODUCTION TO THE
JAPANESE LANGUAGE
Lesley Brandis 3398 9802 (After 5.00 pm)
Email: startchief@bigpond.com
The emphasis will be on speaking and listening and
an introduction to Japanese writing systems. There
will be songs, cultural activities, traditional games
and fun ways to learn a new language.
Adelaide St Friday 9:00am - 10:15am
S05 CAN THE PARANORMAL & SCIENCE COEXIST
Richard Tracey 3861 5437
Email: rhtracey@tpg.com.au
Explores paranormal claims.
Adelaide St Friday 9:00am - 10:30am
J216 FRENCH LANGUAGE FOR ABSOLUTE
BEGINNERS
*NEW*
June Dews 0438 713 102
Email: itamjune@gmail.com
This is an opportunity for those that would like to
learn French but have no previous experience. This
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is a class for absolute beginners. The emphasis of
this course will be on learning basic vocabulary,
grammar, conversation and expression. Students
will be encouraged to listen and speak as much as
possible through simple conversation scenarios and
recorded material. Learn to speak and read French
and have fun along the way.
Adelaide St Friday 9:00am - 10:15am
H52 HISTORY OF RELIGION IN AUSTRALIA
*NEW*
Heather Griffin 0438 795 304
Email: hgriffin@internode.on.net
This course explores the history of the arrivals of
various forms of religious thought into Australia, and
the stories of the people who brought them here. It
touches on the spirituality and the world-views held
by the original inhabitants and those who arrived
later. We look at the countries of origin of some of
the people who brought each faith tradition to this
country, and the histories they brought with them
from those countries. We also look at that faith
tradition as it has been, and is, practised in South
East Queensland.
Creek St Friday 9:00am - 10:15am
B45 QI GONG FOR SENIORS
Kay Andersen
Email: kjand@ozemail.com.au
In this class we will follow a Qi Gong video with
exercises to improve balance, strength, flexibility
and mobility. Exercises are specially designed for
Seniors. Wear comfortable clothing and shoes.
Class full.
Adelaide St Friday 9:30am - 10:30am
J128 LATIN - LEVEL 4
Yvonne McGann
Email: ymcgann@gmail.com
This class is a continuation of the 2017 level 3 class.
Lessons comprise a study of Latin grammar, and
Latin-English and English-Latin translation, with
reference to the effect of Latin on our culture. For
further information, including details of texts, contact
Yvonne McGann. email: ymcgann@gmail.com or
mobile: 0438 090 540
Creek St Friday 10:30am - 11:45am

E37 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Kevin Smith 0416 007 713
Email: smithkf8@gmail.com
We will examine contemporary Australian Foreign
Policy and the role of history, geography, culture
and identify in influencing Australian foreign policy.
We will examine Australia's key relationships, and
the major international relations issues confronting
Australia, including China's rise and a nuclear North
Korea.
Adelaide St Friday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J82 SPANISH CONVERSATION INTERMEDIATE
Nora Castillo
Email: classes@u3abrisbane.org.au
Students will require a reasonably good
understanding as we will read short stories.
Students will need a copy of Easy Spanish Step by
Step (McGraw-Hill Education) which is available at
Dymocks or other good book shops, price $21.95.
Creek St Friday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J98 FRENCH ADVANCED CONVERSATION
Ann Pavett 3355 5026
Email: alpbris0912@yahoo.com.au
Strictly conversation! Both tutor-led conversation
based on prepared texts and student-led topics
where students who want to, can prepare a topic
and introduce it. We will be discussing topics of
general interest, at an advanced level. We will also
be keeping up to date with current affairs in France.
Adelaide St Friday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J189 LATIN - MEDIEVAL
Paul York
Email: yorkpf@gmail.com
Most Latin studies tend to focus on the Classical
period (roughly 100 BCE to 100 CE). Yet, the vast
majority of Latin literature was produced much later,
during the Middle Ages and beyond. The class will
translate some interesting Latin material from the
Medieval period (roughly from the 5th to the 12th
century, inclusive), whilst exploring its historical
context. The material we shall cover includes the
writings of: Augustine, Jerome, Cassiodorus, John
of Salisbury, the Venerable Bede, Alcuin of York,
Abelard and Heloise, Hildegard of Bingen, Bernard
of Clairvaux, and many others.
Adelaide St Friday 10:45am - 12:00pm
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J207 LATIN - LEVEL 2
Susan Treloar 0417 606 720
Email: susan.treloar@bigpond.com
This class focuses on reading, understanding and
translating elementary classical Latin. It continues
from the 2017 Beginners' Latin course. It is also
suitable for anyone with basic familiarity with Latin
grammar. We start at the beginning of the
Cambridge Latin Course Book 2, or the earlier
edition Unit IIA text. We also make use of the
Cambridge Latin Course online exercises and other
internet resources and learn some culture along the
way.
Adelaide St Friday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J209 FRENCH LANGUAGE FOR BEGINNERS CONTINUATION CLASS
June Dews 0438 713 102
Email: itamjune@gmail.com
This is a continuation class from Term 1, so
students will need to have some previous
experience or understanding of the French
language. The emphasis of this course will be on
learning basic vocabulary, grammar, conversation
and expression. Students will be encouraged to
listen and speak as much as possible through
simple conversation scenarios and recorded
material. Learn to speak and read French and have
fun along the way.
Adelaide St Friday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J213 SPANISH -INTRODUCTORY SPANISH
*NEW*
Marcia Fernandez
A dynamic and very practical course for the absolute
beginner, covering an interesting introduction to the
language and its relationship with English. You will
be surprised at how much Spanish you already
know. Pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar will
be taught through a range of speaking, listening and
writing activities. No text book required.
Adelaide St Friday 10:45am - 12:00pm
J30 LATIN ADVANCED
Dr Michael Kelly
Email: metmkelly@bigpond.com
This class covers some of the best and most
important works of the ancient Roman authors
(especially Roman poets). While our classes are
extremely informal, a sound preparation is - of
course - necessary for those who seek to gain the
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most. We will finish Bk. 8 of Ovid's Metamorphoses
(Ovid is probably the cleverest of the Roman poets,
certainly the funniest). We may then consider
Lucretius' de Natura Rerum, the only surviving work
of modern scientific thinking to come from ancient
times (it covers atomic theory). Thereafter we may
read another book (Bk. 2?) of Vergil's Aeneid.
Adelaide St Friday 11:00am - 12:00pm
J158 LATIN - LEVEL 3
Yvonne McGann
Email: ymcgann@gmail.com
This class is a continuation of the 2017 Latin Level 2
course. We are using the text: Cambridge Latin
Course. For details please contact: Yvonne McGann
(email: ymcgann@gmail.com or mobile: 0438 090
540)
Creek St Friday 12:00pm - 1:15pm
M25 OPERA APPRECIATION
Kay Andersen
Email: kjand@ozemail.com.au
A class for those who want to increase their
knowledge regarding operas; a chance to watch and
enjoy operas with others. We will watch DVDs; you
will receive a synopsis of the operas and any other
important information about them. Class starts at
12:15.
Adelaide St Friday 12:15pm - 1:45pm
B75 MINDFULNESS & METTA PRACTICE FOR
ELDERS
Georgia Cummings 3277 3059 0438 348
194 (evenings 5pm to 9pm)
Email: pwrennial@gmail.com
Mindfulness and Metta or Self Compassion are
meditative practices that may help us live more
easily with chronic pain, anxiety, sleeping difficulties
and cognitive changes of ageing. This friendly group
meets weekly for silent practice followed by a short
break then some discussion around practice and
age-related research. Format is guided practice of
Mindfulness and Metta and sharing of how we may
incorporate Self Compassion into our daily life. No
prior knowledge is required but refer to
supplementary class information if you are
unfamiliar with these practices.
Adelaide St Friday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
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H19 MODERN WORLD HISTORY
Richard Lock 3263 1594
Email: jane.lock6@bigpond.com
Class FULL. Exploring all aspects of world history
from the Age of Discovery up until 1914. Current
focus is the 19th Century including both Australian
and International topics. Class members research
their chosen subjects and prepare and present a
PowerPoint-based talk. Each term members prepare
about 20 talks. The class is thus self-supporting in
creating presentations.
Adelaide St Friday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
J183 LATIN - LEVEL 1 (BEGINNERS)
Susan Treloar 0417 606 720
Email: susan.treloar@bigpond.com
This class is for those who have never studied Latin
before or who are returning to Latin after a long
absence. The course aims to teach comprehension
of the Latin language for reading purposes. There is
an emphasis on Latin grammar - simple translation
from Latin to English and from English to Latin - and
we learn some history and culture along the way.
We follow the 'Cambridge Latin Course' using both
textbook and online resources, commencing the Unit
I book in Term 1. The class then continues during
subsequent terms.
Creek St Friday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
J196 SPANISH INTERMEDIATE
Laura Peserico 0403 609 149
Email: laurapeserico@hotmail.com
This a practical course for people progressing from
Beginners level Spanish and interested in keeping
practising and continuing to learn. All those with
current knowledge of the key phrases used in formal
and informal conversation, able to build and
understand long sentences and to comfortably use
the present tense of regular and irregular verbs, are
more than welcome to join this class. We will be
covering grammar rules and conjugation in past and
future tenses with the opportunity to practice writing
and reading skills. No textbook required. You only
need to bring your motivation to learn and practice a
different language.
Adelaide St Friday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
J201 SPANISH FOR BEGINNERS II
Delys Gomez
Email: delys_jo@hotmail.com
This course is for students who are progressing from

Spanish for Beginners I to Spanish for Beginners II.
A basic level of knowledge of the language is
required. The emphasis of this new term will be the
introduction of verbs, new vocabulary, spelling
exercises, grammar rules, building up your skills set
to start building basic helpful sentences that can be
used in everyday situations when travelling to
Spanish-speaking countries. No text book required.
Adelaide St Friday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
K09 CREATIVE WRITING
John Minnery
Email: classes@u3abrisbane.org.au
Improving on a blank page. For 2018 there will more
of what was presented during the 2017 course, with
some variations in the topics given out for
"homework". The second Friday of the month will be
devoted to poetry. On the 4th Friday, the session will
be used for writing short stories. There will be some
overlap.
Creek St Friday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
J212 SPANISH INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED
CONVERSATION
*NEW*
Stefania Capitelli 0448 690 658
Email: stefania.capitelli@bigpond.com
This Spanish conversation course will help students
practise and improve their listening, understanding
and speaking skills and will concentrate on day-today conversation, pronunciation, grammar and
spelling. The emphasis is on speaking Spanish
through discussion of Spanish culture and students'
interests and other everyday activities like travel,
shopping, hobbies etc. It would be ideal for anyone
planning on travelling to a Spanish-speaking area.
New students welcome.
Adelaide St Friday 12:30pm - 1:45pm
J217 LATIN - LEVEL 1 BEGINNERS
*NEW*
Paul York
Email: yorkpf@gmail.com
This class is for those who have never studied Latin
before or who are returning to Latin after a long
absence. The course aims to teach comprehension
of the Latin language for reading purposes. There is
an emphasis on Latin grammar - simple translation
from Latin to English and from English to Latin - and
we learn some history and culture along the way.
We follow the 'Cambridge Latin Course' using both
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textbook and online resources, commencing the Unit
I book in Term 2. The class then continues during
subsequent terms.
Adelaide St Friday 12:30pm - 1:45pm

Creek St Friday 2:00pm - 3:15pm

K03 WRITING FAMILY HISTORY
Robert Adamson 3357 8138
Email: adamsonre@optusnet.com.au
Learn how to put your family history research into an
interesting and readable form for your family. We will
write and share short pieces on aspects of our
family history. Sorry, but Class Full
Adelaide St Friday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
Weeks two and four each month.

J02 RUSSIAN - COLLOQUIAL
Anastasia Stoopman 3399 5298
Email: anastasia.stoopman2@bigpond.com
Come and join in a friendly social group. Informal
group. ALL new members welcome. Group meets in
Room 1.6. Phone tutor to enrol.
Brisbane Square Library
Monday 10:00am - 11:15am

M26 ENJOYING MUSIC
Jenny Bofinger 3278 8070 (Daytime. Leave a
message)
Email: jbofinger@bigpond.com
Email Jenny to enrol in this class
We will listen to music of the 17th to 20th centuries,
each week on a different topic, for example the
music of a composer (Handel, Saint-Saens,
Dvorak), country or city (Spain, Vienna), type
(orchestral, chamber, choral, opera) seasonal music
(Bastille day, Christmas, winter, spring) or just for
fun ("A musical menagerie", "A touch of the
supernatural") Printed notes will be provided.
Adelaide St Friday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
P02 DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Mike Bryan 3273 1163
Email: mike.bryan3@gmail.com
Ideal basic introduction to the world of Digital
Photography. Develop a practical understanding of
what your camera can do, and learn to take better
pictures. CLASS FULL.
Adelaide St Friday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
A83 ART - PENCIL & CHARCOAL PORTRAITURE
*NEW*
Geraint Morgan 0402 945 884
Email: geraintpmorgan@gmail.com
As a keen amateur artist, I intend to provide classes
in the drawing of portraits specifically, though the
subject matter can be varied, especially if there are
special requests from students. The classes will be
conducted in the medium of pencil and charcoal
predominantly and students should hope to develop
their ability to capture and produce proportionitely
accurate and realistic portraits.
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City Precinct

J29 JAPANESE LANGUAGE
Shinko Hardy 3398 8898 0412 234 249
Email: shinko44@hotmail.com
Students with some knowledge of Japanese.
State Library
Tuesday 10:00am - 12:00pm
A12 CRAFT GROUP
Jennifer Cherry 3804 7634
Email: sallycherry46@hotmail.com
Calling all arty crafty ladies who would like to make
new friends and have a chat while keeping their
hands active with their favourite craft . This class is
a development from the former Greeting Card
Creation and has morphed into art and craft, with
multi-talented members helping each other. We
welcome knitters, crocheters, greeting card makers
etc. Monthly classes on 1st Wednesday of the
month. Please contact tutor for more details.
Brisbane Square Library
Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm
L03 BOOK DISCUSSION
Rosemarie Schukraft
Email: ronik1@tpg.com.au
Class full.
State Library
Wednesday 10:00am - 11:30am
3rd Wednesday of the month.
L63 BOOK DISCUSSION
Rosemarie Schukraft
Email: ronik1@tpg.com.au
Rosemarie facilitates a book discussion group,
where members read and discuss different genres
of books each month. The aim of the course is to
encourage a wide range of reading and to enjoy the
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discussion. No vacancies.
State Library
Wednesday 12:30pm - 2:00pm
3rd Wednesday of the month
C47 PRACTICAL MOVIE MAKING
David Hains 3273 2482
Email: dkhains@iprimus.com.au
The Practical Movie Makers class teaches you how
to use a windows video editor program to assemble
and edit video clips, mix them with still photos, add
some music and voice commentary, and edit with
any relevant special effects (like zoom, marching
text sub-titles or sepia image toning from the large
variety of choices the program supplies) to produce
a movie output. We learn by doing. Make a short
movie each term, either as a joint project with other
pupils, or a project of your own choosing. Includes:
choose a project, research the topic, write a storyline, camera and shooting tips, edit your project by
computer and burn to DVD
Brisbane Square Library
Wednesday 1:30pm - 4:00pm 10 weeks.
P22 APPRECIATING PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK
Ray Wilson
Email: wilsoray@gmail.com
Please check with tutor first before enrolling. Mostly
field trips. There are only a limited number of places.
Check with Tutor
Thursday 9:00am - 12:00pm
S19 GEOLOGY
Cecil Murray 3398 7745
Email: cecmurray@gmail.com
Please ring after 6pm
In term 2 we will cover geomorphology, sedimentary
and metamorphic rocks, paleontology (fossils) and
structural geology.
Brisbane Square Library
Thursday 12:00pm - 1:30pm
1st, 3rd and 5th Thursdays.

This Class will focus on broad segments drawn from
the history of Europe, Australia, the Indian
subcontinent, Asia and the Americas. Different
segments are selected each term. Discussion
always welcome and individual participation
encouraged. Coffee and chat afterwards. Contact
Tutor for more precise details of topics.
Brisbane Square Library
Thursday 12:00pm - 1:30pm
2nd & 4th Thursday of every month
X123 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Lesley Podevin
Email: lesleyjp79@gmail.com
and Margaret Henry
henrymm@bigpond.net.au
April 19 – Ms Deborah Morris: A Silent War: Abuse
in the Australian Defence Force and Its Victim
Impact May 3 – Professor Kay Ferres - Social
Dancing in Brisbane including Some of Its
Personalities. May 17 – Professor Pat Buckridge:
Shakespeare’s Disputed Authorship: More Evidence
for Sir Thomas North May 31 – Ms Dianne Byrne TBA June 14 – Dr Kevin Lambkin: Brisbane as seen
by its artists, part 2 June 28 – Dr Nick Lord - TBA
Brisbane Square Library
Thursday 1:30pm - 3:00pm 5 weeks.
2nd and 4th Thursday of the Month
L07 BOOK DISCUSSION GROUP
Joanna Dalton 3846 2752
Come with ideas. Meet at Coffee Shop on ground
floor of library at 9.30am, Class starts at 10am
(Room 1.3) Enquire from the Tutor.
Brisbane Square Library
Friday 9:30am - 11:00am
First Friday of month.
Enquire from tutor.

H32 HISTORY - FAMOUS PEOPLE, PLACES &
EVENTS
Dalys Murray 3398 7745 (after 6.30 P.M.)
Email: dafam2008@gmail.com
Please phone after 6pm
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LOGAN DISTRICT
MONDAY
A67 PAINTING TOGETHER IS FUN
Karla Henry
Email: paintingisfun0@gmail.com
Beginners to Masters. For novices and for those
willing to help novices. Runs continuously Feb to
Dec. Members of the class can paint with
watercolour or acrylic paints. Please note the class
room is not suitable for oil painting. The class time is
9.00am to 12.30pm except the 4th Monday each
month which is from 1.00pm to 4.00pm. Contact
tutor to join any time. PLEASE NOTE - THIS CLASS
WILL START ON 16TH APRIL.
Logan North Library
Monday 9:00am - 12:30pm
H36 HISTORY
Bryan Hoar 3273 8791
Email: wunshu1@bigpond.net.au
Class full. Alternate class contact - Jim Ancliffe Ph:
33411154. PLEASE NOTE - THIS CLASS WILL
COMMENCE ON 16TH APRIL.
Logan North Library
Monday 9:15am - 10:45am
A77 DRAWING & PAINTING GROUP
Julie Parkinson 0409 067 745
Email: the2jparkos@bigpond.com
Painting and Drawing for pleasure in a friendly
relaxed group. This is an Untutored Group for
novices, with members who enjoy painting while
supporting and helping each other. Numbers are
limited due to space in meeting room. PLEASE
NOTE - THIS CLASS WILL COMMENCE ON 16TH
APRIL & CLASS IS FULL.
Beenleigh Neighbourhood Centre
Monday 9:30am - 12:30pm
Cost: $2.
F54 MAH JONG FOR BEGINNERS
Rosa Bird 0418 980 807 (After 5 pm)
Email: rossibird@hotmail.com
Learn this intriguing game the western way. Come
and go as you wish within timeframe. Class full.
PLEASE NOTE - THIS CLASS WILL COMMENCE
16TH APRIL.
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Logan North Library
Monday 10:00am - 2:00pm
J165 SPANISH BASIC CONTINUING
Hilda Cranston 3341 7449
Email: hildacranston@gmail.com
Continue learning the basics in a friendly group.
PLEASE NOTE - THIS CLASS WILL COMMENCE
ON 16TH APRIL.
Logan Hyperdome Library
Monday 11:00am - 12:30pm
P01 CAMERA CLUB
Ralph Willits 0435 524 633 (9am to 4pm)
Email: ralphwillits48@gmail.com
At our meetings, we discuss topics pertaining to
photography or cameras. Starting date 23rd April
Logan North Library
Monday 11:00am - 12:30pm
2nd and 4th Mondays of the month.
X83 TRAVELLERS GROUP
Michael Yip 0410 085 099
Assistant Bill Bohlen 0418 784 557
A friendly, informal group where we share memories
and tips. Occasionally speakers from outside give
travel advice or talk about their experiences.
PLEASE NOTE - THIS CLASS WILL COMMENCE
ON 16TH APRIL.
Logan North Library
Monday 11:00am - 12:30pm
1st and 3rd Mondays of each month
J195 SPANISH BASIC FOR BEGINNERS
Hilda Cranston 3341 7449
Email: hildacranston@gmail.com
Learn to speak Spanish in a friendly group. PLEASE
NOTE - THIS CLASS WILL COMMENCE ON 16TH
APRIL
Logan Hyperdome Library
Monday 12:30pm - 2:00pm
P28 KNOW YOUR CAMERA
Sheila Radcliffe 0404 799 939
Email: sheelz@live.com.au
Asst. Tutor Michael Yip 0410 085099
This class is a follow-on for the people who attended
term one. Class full.
Logan North Library
Monday 12:45pm - 2:15pm
2nd and 4th weeks of the month
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X119 BIRDS UP CLOSE
Trixie Benbrook 3208 3512 (7am to 8pm)
Email: crowsinoz@yahoo.com.au
A wildlife carer with 25 years experience shares her
knowledge of birds and how to attract, understand,
appreciate and live with these mysterious creatures.
PLEASE NOTE - THIS CLASS WILL COMMENCE
ON 16TH APRIL
Logan North Library
Monday 12:45pm - 2:15pm
1st and 3rd Mondays of each month
J161 ITALIAN
Anne Santangeli 3200 8012 0400 476
676 (Daytime)
Email: santangelia@gmail.com
For continuing students only
Learn basic Italian language, its culture and history
in a fun environment. PLEASE NOTE - THIS CLASS
WILL COMMENCE ON 16TH APRIL
Marsden Library
Monday 1:00pm - 3:00pm
J215 MANDARIN FOR BEGINNERS *NEW*
Beginners
Sue Jiang 0432 110 058
Email: cn_river@hotmail.com
Teaching basic Chinese language PLEASE NOTE THIS CLASS WILL START ON 16TH APRIL
Logan Hyperdome Library
Monday 2:00pm - 3:30pm
Y08 PHILOSOPHY ANCIENT & MODERN
David Anderson 3396 9036
Email: david_anderson8@bigpond.com
Discussion of ideas from Ancient Greece to the 21st
Century. How philosophy is relevant and ideas
through the ages still apply to issues of today.
PLEASE NOTE - THIS CLASS WILL COMMENCE
ON 16TH APRIL
Logan North Library
Monday 2:30pm - 4:00pm

TUESDAY
B100 PREPARING FOR TAI CHI FOR NEW
STUDENTS
Marcel Miltenburg 0427 134 162 (8am-8pm)
Email: marcel108@outlook.com
This class comprises Yang style Tai Chi warmups
and other foundation exercises, in order to

harmonize the upper and lower parts of the body, to
make it easier for you to express the Postures and
Transitions of this beautiful Self Cultivating Art.
Contact tutor for details.
Tuesday 9:00am - 10:00am
H49 HISTORY DISCUSSION GROUP
Lois Beedie 3206 6359
Email: lrbd3@bigpond.com
Asst. Tutor Faye Slavin 0437 004783
History is not just about dates, it is about events,
why they occurred and their consequences. It is also
about the personalities of the main players involved.
Participants will be asked to research a set topic and
then there will be a round table discussion on the
topic.
Logan Hyperdome Library
Tuesday 9:15am - 10:45am
3rd and 4th Tuesday each month.
M38 GUITAR CLASS - ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC
*NEW*
Beginners, Intermediate & Advanced
Peter Petersen 3349 0061
Email: peter.petersen@bigpond.com
Learn to Play Guitar and Sing your favourite Songs.
Logan North Library
Tuesday 9:15am - 10:45am
Y13 PHILOSOPHICAL DISCUSSION
Jim Ancliffe 3341 1154
Email: jimancliffe@optusnet.com.au
The group discusses the moral, logical and ethical
aspects of interesting current topics over coffee.
Springwood Towers Coffee Shop
Tuesday 9:30am - 11:30am
B91 ADVANCING IN TAI CHI GROUP 1
Marcel Miltenburg 0427 134 162 (8am-8pm)
Email: marcel108@outlook.com
We will advance further into the principles and
philosophy of authentic Yang Style 85 Tai Chi by
detailed practice of the soft, open and relaxed
postures within this form. New students wishing to
join an Advancing class need to participate in at
least two terms of Preparing classes first, even
having practised Tai Chi previously, or subject to the
tutor's discretion.
Contact tutor for details.
Tuesday 10:00am - 11:00am
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L66 CREATIVE WRITING YEAR 2
Eileen Sullivan 0432 644 486 (anytime)
Email: eileen8allthepies@hotmail.com
Continue learning how to put your stories and ideas
down in print, whether they are fictional or part of
your family history.
Beenleigh Neighbourhood Centre
Tuesday 10:00am - 11:30am
Cost: $2.

Marsden Library
Tuesday 12:30pm - 3:00pm

P24 VIDEO MAKERS CLUB
William Landmann 0488 980 533
Email: w.landmann52@gmail.com
This club is for people who have some basic video
editing skills already.
A club for people who are interested in producing
videos and home movies and having basic skills and
wish to advance.
Logan North Library
Tuesday 11:00am - 12:30pm
1st and 3rd Tuesday of the month

A66 EXPLORING ART & PAINTING
Monika Picton 3800 6789 0408 742 024
Email: gmgpicton@gmail.com
Exploring art and introduction to painting for fun.
Learn from the very beginning of becoming an artist
- from preparing your canvas and caring for brushes
to producing your very own piece of art.
Browns Plains Library
Tuesday 1:30pm - 4:00pm
Except the first Tuesday of each month

B107 ADVANCING IN TAI CHI CLASS GROUP 2
*NEW*
Advanced
Marcel Miltenburg 0427 134 162 (8am-8pm)
Email: marcel108@outlook.com
We advance into the principles and philosophy of
authentic Yang style 85 or 108 Yang Style Tai Chi.
(Only for students who have attended "Preparing for
Tai Chi." for at least 2 Terms ) even having practised
Tai Chi in the past or present, or at the Tutor's
discretion.
Contact tutor for details.
Tuesday 11:00am - 12:00pm
X129 SOCIAL INTERACTION GROUP *NEW*
Janet Palmer 0410 609 097
Email: palm.girl.81@hotmail.com
Come along and enjoy interacting through games,
trivia, and crafts over a cuppa on the fourth Tuesday
of the month.
Logan North Library
Tuesday 11:30am - 12:30pm
Fourth Tuesday of the month
F61 MAH JONG
Lea King 0402 515 922
Email: kinglea@hotmail.com
Learn and play this game the western way. New and
experienced players are welcome.
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J162 FRENCH INTERMEDIATE
Cherie Ng 3299 1833 (after 7pm weekdays)
Email: cherieng@bigpond.net.au
Take your French language skills to the next level.
Logan North Library
Tuesday 1:00pm - 2:30pm

J199 INDONESIAN GROUP
Edie Kelly 0421 931 352
Email: brykel@hotmail.com
Students learn or maintain spoken and written
Indonesian via textbooks, CDs and oral group
discussion. Presentations in Indonesian on students'
own experiences or research into Indonesian
culture, history, politics and travel, are also used.
New students are welcome.
Logan Hyperdome Library
Tuesday 3:15pm - 4:45pm

WEDNESDAY
B12 WALKING FOR FITNESS IN DAISY HILL
CONSERVATION PARK
Kevin Woodward 3208 4807
Email: ssmudge1@optusnet.com.au
Two-hour walks. Meet at the car park on the right
just before the gate.
Contact tutor for details.
Wednesday 6:30am onwards.
M23 RECORDER & ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Howard Newell 0499 570 990
Email: newell_howard@yahoo.com.au
Open the exciting panorama of music possibilities
first by learning to play the recorder, a cheap and
easy instrument, and progress to ensemble playing
and composition. Music is good for the brain.
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Beginners and experienced players welcome.
Contact tutor for details.
Wednesday 9:30am - 11:00am
J18 GERMAN - CONTINUING
Erika Meerwald 3341 7847
Email: golden.cane@hotmail.com
Alternative contact Judith 3349 3625,
Email: jbbarltrop@outlook.com
Continuing course on the German language and
culture.
Logan Central Library
Wednesday 10:00am onwards.
L08 BOOK DISCUSSION GROUP
Dawn Davis 3807 3661
Relaxed small group discussion of interesting books.
At the back of the main Library area. New members
welcome.
Beenleigh Library
Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm
Every second Wednesday
P27 PHOTOGRAPHY BASICS
Bill Bohlen 0418 784 557
Email: u3aphotoman@gmail.com
The class is geared to teach everything you need to
know to improve your photographs irrespective of
what type of camera you use. Fortnightly, 1st and
3rd Wednesdays of the month, starting 18th April
Elements Living 224 Dennis Road
Wednesday 10:00am - 11:30am
1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month
A19 WATERCOLOURS FOR PLEASURE
Judith Barltrop
Tel. 3349 3625. Painting for pleasure, helping each
other.
Logan Central Library
Wednesday 12:30pm - 2:30pm
E13 ECONOMICS FOR EVERYONE
David Anderson 3396 9036
Email: david_anderson8@bigpond.com
Understanding economics and how it affects our day
-to-day life, looking at current local and international
events, the changes which are occurring, and those
which may be required in future. Fortnightly class.
Logan Hyperdome Library
Wednesday 1:00pm - 3:00pm

F18 MAH JONG THE WESTERN WAY
Julie Henderson 3804 6749
Email: jhendojulie@gmail.com
Alternate contact: 3397 7571;
gwen.ledger@gmail.com
Beginners and experienced players welcome.
Weekly sessions all year.
Logan Hyperdome Library
Wednesday 1:00pm - 3:30pm
H46 HISTORY
Janette Harris 3119 7950
Email: janjohn.harris@gmail.com
Discussion covering the broad spectrum of history.
Elements Living 224 Dennis Road
Wednesday 1:00pm - 2:30pm
Fortnightly beginning 18th April

THURSDAY
A53 BEADING
Monika Picton 3800 6789 0408 742 024
Email: gmgpicton@gmail.com
Simple or complex, beading is an art to be learned.
Inexpensive basic packs will be available, costing
from $2.50 to $5.00 per kit, depending on the
materials needed for the lesson.
Marsden Library. Thursday 9:15am - 11:15am
M28 HAND BELL RINGING
Marian Elcock 3341 6533
Email: mvelcock@optusnet.com.au
No knowledge of music required for this introduction
to team ringing. Learn while having great fun.
Contact tutor for details.
Thursday 9:15am - 10:30am
B104 QI GONG GENTLE EXERCISE GROUP 1
Marcel Miltenburg 0427 134 162 (8am-8pm)
Email: marcel108@outlook.com
Pronounced "Chee Kung", this is a new class of
gentle exercise which is said to have been practised
in China for millennia, and to have multiple benefits.
We will start with "The 8 Treasures" or "8 Brocades "
in Chinese called "Baduan Jin ". As well every week
we will introduce one Qi Gong exercise from the
Shibashi Set 1, which is based on Tai Chi, is easy to
learn, improves health and prevents illness if
practised correctly. Starting 19th April at Riverdale
Park, Meadowbrook. Contact tutor for details.
Thursday 9:30am - 10:30am
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M08 UKULELE SINGALONG
Kevin Ross 0400 479 120
Email: juke122@smartchat.net.au
Bill Morris 3290 0498
For those who have some experience and want to
play or just sing along with the players. Everyone
has a great time.
Contact tutor for details.
Thursday 9:45am - 11:45am
K25 THE WRITING GROUP
*NEW*
Basic
Gwenda Vayro 0455 777 078
Email: gwenda.vayro@gmail.com
A group to share your writing. No experience
necessary. New members welcome.
Contact tutor for details.
Thursday 10:30am - 12:00pm
B108 QI GONG GENTLE EXERCISE GROUP 2
*NEW*
Beginner
Marcel Miltenburg 0427 134 162 (8am-8pm)
Email: marcel108@outlook.com
A class of gentle exercise which is said to have
been practised in China for millennia and to have
multiple benefits.THIS CLASS IS ONLY FOR NEW
STUDENTS.
Contact tutor for details.
Thursday 10:30am - 11:30am
M34 HAND BELL RINGING INTERMEDIATE
Marian Elcock 3341 6533
Email: mvelcock@optusnet.com.au
Students will be required to read music competently
OR have been advanced from the Introduction to
Handbell Ringing class.
Contact tutor for details.
Thursday 10:45am - 11:45am
J66 FRENCH FOR BEGINNERS
Peter Clark 3161 7635
Email: sabre8643@yahoo.com
French for complete beginners. This is a structured
12 month course.
Marsden Library
Thursday 11:30am - 1:00pm
B13 YOGA
Sharon Uren 3200 3996 0438 407 896
Email: kclehubmarsden@bigpond.com
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Individual attention for people of all ages. Beneficial
for those with arthritis and disabilities. Class goes
every Thursday for one hour.
Browns Plains Library
Thursday 1:15pm - 2:30pm
X128 FLORISTRY & FLORAL ART CLASS
*NEW*
Beginners
Edwina Tam 0419 388 838
Email: edwina838@gmail.com
Learning the art of using fresh, dried and silk flowers
to create gifts. Basic skills of wiring and parafilming.
Materials will be supplied from $5 to $10.
Marsden Library
Thursday 1:30pm - 3:30pm

FRIDAY
C155 ADOBE PHOTOSHOP CC ADVANCED
Sheila Radcliffe 0404 799 939
Email: sheelz@live.com.au
Sorry this class is now full.
Logan North Library
Friday 9:00am - 10:45am
J214 SPANISH BEGINNERS
*NEW*
Beginners
Ae Sook Mankiewicz 0448 963 257
Email: aesookm@gmail.com
Come and learn Spanish in a friendly and fun
environment.
Beenleigh Neighbourhood Centre
Friday 9:00am - 10:30am
Cost: $2.
K14 CREATIVE WRITING YEAR 3
Eileen Sullivan 0432 644 486 (anytime)
Email: eileen8allthepies@hotmail.com
Continue learning how to put your stories and ideas
down in print, whether they are fictional or part of
your family history.
Beenleigh Neighbourhood Centre
Friday 10:00am - 11:30am
Cost: $2.
J167 SPANISH BEGINNERS CONTINUING
Ae Sook Mankiewicz 0448 963 257
Email: aesookm@gmail.com
This class is for the beginners continuing. New
students would need to be able to conjugate verbs
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in present tense. You are welcome to join us in a
friendly and fun environment.
Beenleigh Neighbourhood Centre
Friday 11:00am - 1:00pm
Cost: $2.

Email: kevmahoney2@bigpond.com
This course is for people who have completed one
Year with Kevin or elsewhere.
Garden City Library
Monday 1:00pm - 2:30pm

X09 EXPERIENCING CHINA
Bryan Iles 3343 3141
Email: bryaniles@bigpond.com
Learn about the history and geography of China,
changes and development in the past 20 years.
Within each local government region time is spent
looking at the geography, location, economy and
any other important features.
Logan North Library
Friday 11:00am - 12:30pm

B26 LET'S WALK
Dulcie Haydon 3273 7393
Email: dhaydon2@hotmail.com
Assistant Tutor: Bob Morris 3341 8119
robert.morris5@bigpond.com
If unable to contact Dulcie, please contact Bob
Morris: 3341 8119: robert.morris5@bigpond.com
We enjoy walking, usually for 2 hours in bushland
around Brisbane, and sometimes further afield.
Some walks may include steep and rough terrain.
No smooth-soled shoes. A hat and water bottle are
essential.
Consult tutor for details
Tuesday 7:00am onwards.

M29 GUITAR GROUP
Terry O'Connor 3805 4986
Email: hogwashbendart@bigpond.com
Enjoy playing and learning guitar in a relaxed group.
Class cost - $2.00 per lesson.
Beenleigh Neighbourhood Centre
Friday 12:00pm - 1:30pm
Cost: $2.
J70 FRENCH CLASS
Joan Mooney 3397 2018 0405 673 380
Email: mooneyjm@optusnet.com.au
A class for those who have some knowledge of
French or who have completed beginners French.
Alternative contact - Margaret Ortiz ph 33453589
Beenleigh Neighbourhood Centre
Friday 1:30pm - 3:30pm
Cost: $2.

SOUTHSIDE CLASSES
B01 COLONIAL / HERITAGE / BUSH DANCE
Jan Orloff 3848 7706
Email: colonialdance@optusnet.com.au
Enjoy dances from many traditions and have lots of
exercise and fun. ** Please check with tutor for
exact dates.
Uniting Church, Yeronga
Monday 10:00am - 12:00pm
Cost: $5
J01 ITALIAN - SECOND YEAR
Kevin Mahoney 3847 5778

J197 BASIC FRENCH FOR BEGINNERS YEAR 2
Basic Beginners
Wendy Collins 0420 654 498
Email: wacollins54@gmail.com
This course is not for complete beginners. It is a
continuation of work covered in 2017 and 2018
Term 1. Students wanting to join the class will need
to already have some basic knowledge of French so
that they can actively participate in the lessons. The
course incorporates speaking, listening and writing
skills. Basic grammar will be covered but the
emphasis will be on fun and class interaction to gain
confidence. New students will need to purchase the
text book, which will be advised on enrolment. Only
a few places are available.
Carindale Library. Tuesday 3:15pm - 4:30pm
Tutor will advise of need for text book.
J74 ITALIAN-READING & SPEAKING
Italian Intermediate
Kevin Mahoney 3847 5778
Email: kevmahoney2@bigpond.com
This class is by invitation only and is for people who
have completed at least 4 years with Kevin or
elsewhere. The level is pre-conversational.
Discussion with Kevin is essential before enrolling.
Venue: The Village at Coorparoo, 398 Cavendish
Rd, Coorparoo.
Consult tutor for details
Wednesday 10:00am - 11:15am
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J36 ITALIAN - READING & SPEAKING
Kevin Mahoney 3847 5778
Email: kevmahoney2@bigpond.com
This class is by invitation only and is for people who
have completed at least 3 years with Kevin or
elsewhere. The level is pre-conversational.
Discussion with Kevin is essential before enrolling.
The Village 398 Cavendish Rd
Wednesday 12:00pm - 1:30pm
X108 SOUTHSIDE LUNCHEON GROUP
Heather Dowling 0414 784 474
Email: hdowling@ozemail.com.au
Please leave message if uncontactable - email,
mobile. Thanks.
SENIORS & PENSIONERS, URBANE DINERS
(SPUD) Monthly lunch held on 2nd Wednesday of
every month. The group meets between 12.15 to
12.30 pm. Leader will provide details of the
restaurant on the 1st of every month. SPUD has
proven to be very popular, so if you want cheerful,
lighthearted conversation, you would be welcome.
Consult tutor for details
Wednesday 12:15pm onwards.
2nd Wed of each month
F17 MAHJONG THE WESTERN WAY
Intermediate.
Ann Sangha 3397 8998
This is an on-going teaching class. For venue:
contact Ann. Please ring between 7pm-9pm. Do not
leave a phone number.
Greenslopes
Wednesday 12:30pm - 3:00pm
J186 FRENCH FOR BEGINNERS YEAR 2
Basic French conversation,grammar,reading,
writing
Wendy Collins 0420 654 498
Email: wacollins54@gmail.com
This course is designed for students who have
either completed French for Beginners Year 1, or
who already have a basic knowledge of French, so
that they can actively participate in the lessons. The
course covers grammar, correct pronunciation and
comprehension. We will have fun learning to
communicate in everyday situations and the course
will give you the basics for travelling in a Frenchspeaking environment. New students will need to
purchase the text book, which will be advised on
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enrolment.
Garden City Library
Wednesday 2:00pm - 3:15pm
J210 FRENCH BASIC FOR BEGINNERS YR1
introduction for beginners
Wendy Collins 0420 654 498
Email: wacollins54@gmail.com
An introductory course for members with only very
basic knowledge of French, incorporating speaking,
listening and writing skills. Basic grammar will be
covered but the emphasis will be on fun and class
interaction to gain confidence. Students will be
required to purchase a text book which will be
advised on enrolment. There are now only a few
places left.
Garden City Library
Wednesday 4:00pm - 5:15pm
X126 SOUTHSIDE DINNER GROUP
Debbie Akaczonek 0401 069 300 (After 5pm)
Email: debramary007@gmail.com
Southside Dinner Group. Dinner will be on the
second Wednesday of each month commencing at
6:30 pm at different Southside restaurants
throughout the year, regardless of term breaks.
Interested participants would be advised via email or
text message a week prior to the event of the
location. Please bring cash and small change as
some restaurants require one bill per table.
Consult tutor for details
Wednesday 6:30pm - 7:45pm
Monthly on 2nd Wednesday of month.
A49 CARD MAKING
Beginners and experienced
Ann Lewis 3277 3351
Email: annspaperworks@iinet.net.au
Venue: Coopers Plains Library
Join Ann, an experienced and passionate card
maker, as you learn new paper crafting techniques
each session. All materials for two projects will be
provided on the day – you will need to bring a tape
runner adhesive (available from Spotlight, Lincraft or
scrapbooking store), pencil, ruler and small sharp
scissors. Great opportunity to learn new skills, meet
new friends and take away something special.
Projects will be seasonally based. This class has
proved to be very popular.
Cooper's Plains Library
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Thursday 11:15am - 1:15pm
Fortnightly
Cost: $7 - for cost of materials.

NORTHSIDE CLASSES
P08 DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY - BEYOND POINTAND-SHOOT
Peter Hardie 0407 670 941
Email: pshardie@gmail.com
Want to move beyond point-and-shoot? Become a
better photographer by learning your camera's
creative settings and how best to use them to
improve your images. Please provide camera details
(make and model) when enrolling. Cost: FREE
Grange Library
Monday 10:00am - 12:00pm
Free
J163 ITALIAN - CONTINUING
Remo Boccabella
Email: remo.boccabella@bigpond.com
A new class for those who wish to learn Italian in an
enjoyable environment. The class is intended to take
students from beginners to confident speakers of
Italian. The tutor is an Italian speaker and has taught
Italian to primary and secondary students and to
adults. The class will be a continuing class.
Ashgrove Library
Monday 1:00pm - 2:30pm
There may be minor costs for photocopying at the
beginning of each term.
C117 INTRODUCTION TO BASIC IPAD
Basic
Peter Hardie 0407 670 941
Email: pshardie@gmail.com
Learn the basics of the iPad at an easy pace. The
class will cover everything you need to know to get
better everyday use out of this amazing device. iPad
2 or later required. Cost: FREE
Ashgrove Library
Tuesday 10:00am - 12:00pm 9 weeks.
J10 FRENCH (NOT FOR BEGINNERS)
Joelle Seguin 3355 9583
Email: joelle.seguin@bigpond.com
Enjoy conversational French the fun way. Classes
held at 22 Hoben Street Mitchelton.

Picabeen Community Centre
Tuesday 10:00am - 12:00pm
Cost: $5 - charge is for photocopies and facility
B03 CROQUET FOR BEGINNERS
Home of the Toombul Croquet Club
Carmel Donley 3260 6928
Email: carmel.donley@outlook.com
Or ring the club and leave a message 3266 2460
Come & try for three weeks ($5.00 per session). You
need a sunhat and flat shoes. If you like the game
and wish to continue, we can arrange lessons with
an accredited coach at $5 each. Many thanks on
behalf of the Toombul Croquet Club
Nundah Croquet Center
Wednesday 9:00am - 11:00am 3 weeks.
Cost: $5 - includes use of mallet and morning tea.
E28 SOCIAL JUSTICE & AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY
Ongoing
Lawrence di Bartolo
Email: ldibartolo3@gmail.com
We have heard the term 'fairness' used quite often
by our political leaders and others in positions of
power. But what does this term mean? Does it mean
equal opportunity for all? Should it mean more than
this if Australia is to be the egalitarian society it
claims to be? We will consider the meaning of social
justice and its contested nature. We will then
proceed to look at aspects of Australian society - for
example, inequality, gender, race, sexuality and
ageism to help determine how fair/socially just
Australian society really is. There will be a $5 cost
per term for photocopying.
Grange Library
Wednesday 10:00am - 12:00pm
You are advised to keep and bring along a folder for
the sessions - and come with paper and pen.
X101 NORTHSIDE DINNER GROUP
Margaret Gagen 0421 502 450
Email: magagen@tpg.com.au
Dinner once a month on the first Wednesday of
each month during term time. We visit a different
northside restaurant each month. Group members
will be sent details of the restaurant location in the
week before each dinner. Group membership is for
the current year. Term 1 participants need not enroll
each term. New members please enroll in the class
on the U3A website so your details are recorded.
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Dinner notices will be sent via the U3A website
email. When you enroll please include a mobile
phone number and the suburb you live in. The first
Term 2 Dinner is on Wednesday 2 May at 7pm.
Leader will advise location.
Wednesday 7:00pm - 9:00pm
First Wednesday each month.

through magical Venezia. I take my students on a
tour of Italy from the mighty Dolomites down to the
toe with stops in the Northern Lakes, Como,
Maggiore and Garda. Visit cities of Milan, Firenze,
Pisa, Siena, Perugia, Roma.
Albany Creek Library
Thursday 1:00pm - 3:00pm

B09 NORTHSIDE WALKING GROUP
Marlene Fennell 3862 9666 (Any time)
Email: marlene.fennell@gmail.com
Roy Fennell
Phone Marlene or Roy Fennell for Roster details we use various walking tracks around North
Brisbane including coastal locations. There is a
Coffee stop and socializing chat at the end of the
two hour walk, with a 15 minute break. Wear
comfortable walking shoes, bring hat, water,
umbrella, etc.
Leader will advise location.
Thursday 7:00am - 9:00am

D06 FINANCIAL SECURITY IN RETIREMENT
Darren Titmus 0466 934 574 (9AM - 5PM)
Email: darren@financialplanningqld.com.au
This is a rare opportunity to pick the brains of one of
Queensland’s leading retirement planning experts.
Facing retirement or being retired can be financially
daunting. There are many issues to consider such
as protecting your life savings, budgeting,
Centrelink, investing wisely, and superannuation just
to name a few. In this series of discussions, you will
look at the key financial issues that face retirees,
dispel some myths, and provide some
understandings that will assist you financially in your
retirement. Sessions will be presented in an open
forum manner giving you the opportunity to
participate.
New Farm Library
Friday 10:30am - 11:45am
Every 2nd and 4th Fridays of the month
Free

J208 CONVERSATIONAL ITALIAN FOR
BEGINNERS
Beginner conversation
Emma Spina
Email: e.spina@outlook.com
This course aims to give people the basic skills
needed to learn Italian whether you are planning a
trip to Italy, wanting to move onto more advanced
studies, or just trying your hand at another
language. We will cover basic grammar and
pronunciation, day-to-day conversational skills and
some contemporary culture. No prior knowledge
required.
Ashgrove Library
Thursday 10:30am - 12:00pm
J205 ITALIAN CONVERSATION
Beginner conversation
Maria Brunetto 3264 3373
Email: toscanetto@outlook.com
A fun class with Italian conversation. A happy group
of people meet every week to take a verbal trip to
Italy. The group comprises those who have already
travelled to Italy and those who intend to go
eventually. Those who have been to Italy enjoy
telling of their experiences in this magical country
where you can wine, dine and dance under the
Tuscan sun - or take a trip in a romantic gondola
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A72 ART EXPRESSION
Enjoy the Freedom of Expression
Christine Heath 0409 194 487
Please phone tutor to join class
This is not a traditional art class to learn about the
techniques of art. It is more an opportunity to
express through art and 'draw from within'. The
course will allow you to be imaginative by
expressing from your inner-being and looking at the
bigger picture, often with a deeper understanding of
self and purpose. It will allow you listen through art
and develop an understanding through imagery maybe colours, shapes, symbols and stories without
being attached to the outcome.
Nundah Library
Friday 11:00am - 1:00pm 2 weeks.
25 May and 22 June 2018
There will be a one-off cost of $5.00 to cover the
provision of materials.
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B78 NORTHSIDE SUNDAY WALKING GROUP
Easy
Dormei Leung 0455 311 622 (after 4pm)
Email: dormei33@hotmail.com
Contact Dormei on 32666293 or Rhonwen on
32681851
Northside Sunday Walking Group will start at
7.00am for one hour to 8.00am. An hour easy walk
at Kalinga Park Clayfield or Nudgee Beach. Coffee
and chat time afterwards if you are free. Male and
female members are welcome. Exercise is the
magic to keep fit. Its secret is doing it.
Nudgee Beach OR Kalinga Park
Sunday 7:00am - 8:00am
In 1994, Dormei was introduced to a walking group
and has been a member of U3A from that time.

pencils, pastel pencils, pen or charcoal. (Any
medium except oils.) This is an UNTUTORED
GROUP although you are not required to be a Da
Vinci to come along.
James Ommaney Retirement Village
Tuesday 9:30am - 12:00pm
Cost: $4 - $2 of the class cost is donated to the
James Ommaney Social Club.
L05 BOOK DISCUSSION
Marie Scott 3371 1249
Email: mfleisch@netspace.net.au
Assistant Tutor: Coral McKillop
Designed to stimulate interest and enhance reading
pleasure. Contact Convenor for the venue.
Toowong
Tuesday 10:00am - 12:00pm
First Tuesday of the month.

WESTSIDE CLASSES
A04 ART GROUP
John Findlay 3378 2647
Email: jfi71567@optusnet.com.au
This happy group of artists meets once a week at
the Moggill Uniting Church to paint their own
subjects and learn from each other. We occasionally
have visiting tutors. Water-based paints - no oils
please. Cost for the meeting facilities: $10 per term
plus $2 each week you attend. Newcomers
welcomed.
Moggill Uniting Church
Monday 9:30am - 11:30am
U01 PALMISTRY
Lloyd Hamilton 3378 0757
Email: l.h.hamilton@bigpond.com
This course introduces you to the person who owns
your hand. You will have the opportunity to learn
more about yourself, and you will be more able to
help other people.
Indooroopilly Library Mtg Rm
Monday 1:00pm - 3:00pm
A54 ART GROUP - WESTSIDE
Suzanne Bones
Email: sandlbones@bigpond.com
These friendly Westside artists meet every Tuesday
morning to paint, share ideas and support each
other. Each artist brings his/her own subject to paint.
Other mediums used can be, pencil, coloured

Y04 HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY (LATE
MEDIEVAL)
Ross Blinco 3716 0515
Email: rossandchase@bigpond.com
The students in this class will be reading and
discussing philosophers from the 14th and 15th
centuries. The first class for 2018 will commence on
the 7th of February, 2018 (the 1st Wednesday of
February, and will continue on the 1st, 3rd and 5th
Wednesdays until the 5th of December, 2018)
Students are requested prior to coming to the class
to download and print-out information on a particular
Philosopher. Please note: May 16th class is from
1.00pm to 3.00pm.
Council Library Toowong Village
Wednesday 12:00pm - 2:00pm
1st 3rd and 5th Wednesday of the month.
E04 EMERGING CONTEMPORARY ISSUES
Lloyd Hamilton 3378 0757
Email: l.h.hamilton@bigpond.com
A variety of topical issues. Presentation then
discussion.
Indooroopilly Library Mtg Rm
Thursday 10:00am - 12:00pm
Every 2nd and 4th Thursday
An optional donation of $2 is asked to cover class
costs. Refreshments provided.
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X03 CINEMA GROUP
Marie Keane 3879 8109
Group viewing, light lunch and/or coffee. 3rd Sunday
in month. The theatre is situated at 381 Honour
Ave., Graceville.
Regal Theatre
Sunday 9:45am onwards.
3rd Sunday in the month

WYNNUM & DISTRICT
K16 WYNNUM CREATIVE WRITERS
Beginners to experienced
Val Gadd 0409 346 463
Email: imthegad1@hotmail.com
Develop your creative abilities by writing with us.
Join our lively, enthusiastic group; our emphasis is
on fiction, but you can write biographical,
genealogical or historical pieces. We write and
critique a short story each week, another each
month and a longer story at Christmas. No previous
experience needed, beginners or experienced
writers welcome.
Wynnum Library
Tuesday 9:30am - 11:30am
Weekly; generally continue during school holidays,
but have a break at Christmas.

F49 MAHJONG - CHINESE
Barbara Cochrane 3899 1106
Email: b_p_cochrane@hotmail.com
Assistant Margaret Amos
New members will receive personal tuition for as
long as needed and are made to feel very welcome.
Please contact either Margaret or Liz or Barbara at
any time and come along to our very friendly and
welcoming group of members. Mahjong is held in
the Wynnum Library each Wednesday. Mahjong
commences at 12.15pm and finishes at 3.30pm.
Mahjong sets are provided. Classes start 10th
January and run each week until mid December
Wynnum Library
Wednesday 12:15pm onwards.
12:15 to 3:30
A07 CALLIGRAPHY
Beginners to advanced
Judith Talbot 0402 280 555
Email: jrtalbot@optusnet.com.au
Complete course covering various scripts, for
beginners through to advanced.
Wynnum Library
Friday 9:30am - 12:00pm
Small charge for photocopying

A65 CRAFT GROUP
Beginners
Mary Hobbs 3396 0872
Email: mares@hobbs-family.net
Calling all arty crafty ladies who would like to make
new friends, have a chat, and learn some new craft
skills. Some of the crafts are: beading,
embroidering, paper-craft, doll making, crocheting,
knitting, and card making. Participants can be
tutored in their preferred craft and will be helped to
buy the necessary materials. We work
collaboratively in planning the term activities and
teaching each other. A great deal of fun is to be had
and we follow up with coffee at one of the many
coffee shops in Wynnum. Those of the group who
wish to participate also attend a monthly packing
day for charity group "Days For Girls".
Wynnum Library
Wednesday 9:30am - 11:30am
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